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THB CRESSBT

A REVIEW OF LITERATURE, THE ARTS, AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Quebec is not very far away, and
the s_ame forces tha~ instituted suppre~s1ve measures against the principle
of liberty there are not without alarming power in our own United States.
From whatever source religious freedom may be endangered, its infringement must be vigorously protested
an~ combated. In the present-day confus10n and uncertainty in human
affairs there is no institution that is
stable and secure. It is becoming constantly more evident that our prized
possession of religious liberty can be
maintained only at the price of constant vigilance. It is proving difficult,
however, to arouse Mr. Average Citizen to the dangers amidst which he
is living. It is hard to convince him
that the privilege which he has always
enjoyed can really be imperiled .

Can It Happen Here?

MANY of our readers have been

made uneasy by Sinclair Lewis'
book It Can't Happen Here. The
Cove~anter Witness asserts that suppression of religious freedom threatens to enter the United States by way
of Canada. In his book Mr. Lewis
has objectors to Fascism in the United
States fleeing to Canada. The Covenanter Witness advises that "they had
better stay out of Quebec." It then
goes on to describe how the French
Cath01ic government in the Catholic
province of Quebec is so busy seekmg out Communism that it takes to
itself the power to search private
homes without a warrant and to confiscate whatever literature its officers
d~e~ improper. It has recently proh_ibited _the Baptist Bible Society from
mculatmg its edition of the Scriptures.
1
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Whence our Illiterates?
WAS a high school graduate
H E and
was asked to write a thesis
on a simple sociological topic. He
handed in a paper next morning from
which I copy the following abnormalities of spelling: "terrane," "aford,"
"exclame," "there" for "their,"
"naimly." He wrote "naimly" for
"namely" four times.
I showed this to a professor of English, and to my amazement he remained quite unmoved. He took up
an essay from a stack on his desk and
I checked the following: "privilegde"
(five times), "dissemminate," "tranquility," "privelege," "percieved,"
"diety," "hight," "heighth," "dissapointments,'' '· indellibly,' '-altogether too many ( the average high school
graduate would write "alltogether to
many") to be accounted for as occasional slips.
''That's the way they come to us
now," said the professor in English,
"since the. progressive system of John
Dewey has begun to work out."
There seems to be a good deal of
quackery in grammar school education, and there is said to be a parents'
revolt brewing. The modern idea
seems to be to educate the boys and
girls without demanding drudgery. At
the meeting of the American Association of School Administrators in Atlantic City, open war was declared on
the "progressive" system of teaching
by the new "essentialist committee for
the advancement of education." "In
spite of its vast expense," the com-

mittee said in a statement, "public
education in the United States is in
many ways appallingly weak and ineffective. Age for age, the average
pupil in our elementary schools does
not know as much about fundamentals
as do pupils of other countries." If
this is true of elementary school pupils, the committee continued, it is
doubly true in high schools, "which
yearly are more nearly approaching the
primary level."
The committee declared that increasing proportions of junior and
senior high school students are "really
illiterate," and "it is now taken for
granted that high-school students are
not only unable to read effectively but
require instruction in arithmetic and
grammar.''
We hold that such teaching methods, besides lowering the standards of
our culture, destroy the joy of learning. Drudgery, or hard work, once it
begins to yield returns, ceases to be
drudgery. Achievement is the reward
of drudgery, whether in the grammar
grades or in the adult career.

Opening for Hebrew
Taxidermists

A CONFERENCE on the refugee

problem was held in July _at
Evian-Les-Bains, France. The offiaal
report has now reached the chancellories of the thirty-two nations represented, and it is a confession of failure, complete and absolute, so far as
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the problem of the Jew of Central crease its quota. Ecuador draws its
Europe is concerned.
lines against ''intellectual workers.''
Great Britain rules one-third of the The rest of South America was much
earth's surface, but the most its dele- the same. There was a rift in the clouds
gate could say was that "a special when Colombia spoke, and Peru.
survey was being made for possible These countries "would welcome
small-scale emigration to the Kenya farmers and all agricultural workers."
Colony, East Africa." (We've looked They did not specify how many; they
up Kenya. It lies under the Equator could not accept lawyers, doctors, and
other professional people ; but they
and is practically unexplored.)
Belgium reported that it is even would welcome farmers.
Such declarations must sound like
now filled to capacity with refugees,
and the Netherlands declared that its bitter irony to the world's Jewry. It is
colonies are unsuitable because of much as if the Peruvian delegate had
climate. Denmark begged that Ger- announced that while his country will
man refugees already settled in Den- not admit doctors, lawyers, teachers,
mark be taken off her hands. The and merchants, it has a large area
representative of France made plain available for artesian well drillers,
that Europe expects American na- great opportunities for fish and bird
dealers, and some good openings for
tions to receive the refugees.
So let us turn to America. Mr. fire department chiefs. Not to be outMyron C. Taylor, head of the Ameri- done by her neighbor, we see Brazil
can delegation, termed German co- arise and declare that while unable,
operation "vital and imperative" if etc., etc., Brazil stretches out an eager
the plan of finding homes for perhaps hand to the Jewish taxidermists and
300,000 Jews and other prospective show-card writers, to Hebrew piano
refugees was to be successful. He, movers, horse collar manufacturers,
as chairman, limited the scope of the gravel roofers, and thumb tack designconference to the problem of refugees ers-come one, come all! Brazil is
from Germany and Austria only, and opening her gates wide-except to
furthermore declared it essential that ninety-nine per cent of the Jewish
emigrants leave their country of origin refugees!
Such were the results of the conwith their property and possessions
and that to this end Germany should clave of thirty-two nations at E iancooperate. Since it is now known that Les-Bains.
Germany is determined on the policy,
"first pauperization, then expulsion,"
this reduces the possible results of the Words
ORDS are to convey thought
conference to zero.
and express meaning. But
Argentina was non-committal, could
sometimes
they are used as a smokepromise nothing. Chile could not in-

W
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screen to hide and obscure the actual quotes the above sample of wordiness
thoughts or they constitute the mere in a recent issue of The Presbyterian,
vaporings of a mind that is almost de- aptly says: "The present futuristic
void of clear thought. Some modern style of the modern writer is an easy
writers seem to prefer sound and jar- trick. Discard Anglo-Saxon vocabugon to simplicity and clarity. Here is lary, use circumlocution and then
a gem of word-bunk taken from a re- there is no limit to the possibilities of
port on American economic conditions this vehicle to conceal thought." As
in a London weekly. It appears under an illustration he then transposes
the heading, "News from the Eco- Galatians 4: 4 as follows:
nomic Front," and brings the follow"However, at the synchronizing of
ing "clear" description:
the cosmic crises the Supreme Deity
"According to one school of projected His filial essence by a parthought we are now experiencing a thenogenetic process, and in conformmajor intermediate recession in a ity with the legal system of the Jews,
major cyclical recovery, but this view to emancipate those who where under
is opposed by those who argue that it legalism, with the intent that we
is a minor intermediate recession in would thus be enabled to acquire filial
a major cyclical recovery. More pessi- affection.''
mistic are the people who dispute
Speaking of the oftentimes uninwhether it is a major or a minor in- telligible speech of preachers, D r.
termediate recession in a minor Zwemer concludes:
cyclical recovery, and those who
"Paul refers to this very matter in
plump for a minor intermediate re- his advice to the clever Corinthians,
cession in a minor cyclical depression who spoke with new tongues in his
are outbid by those who insist that it day. He might have written the first
is a major intermediate recession in a verse of the thirteenth chapter (with
minor cyclical depression. The realists the change of one word) as title for
ask us to face the fact that it is a minor the chapter that follows:
intermediate recession in a major
"Though I speak with the tongues
cyclical depression and the Cassandras of men and of angels and have not
all go out for a major intermediate clarity, I am become as a sounding
recession in a major cyclical depres- brass or a tinkling cymbal. . . ."
sion."
Everything without life-giving sound,
The truth, the London critic con- whether pipe or harp, except they give
tinues, can probably be summed up a distinction in the sounds: how shall
in Calvin Coolidge's dictum that when it be known what is piped or harped?
a large number of people are out of . . . So likewise ye for ye shall speak
work, a state of unemployment can be into the air. . . . In the Church I had
said to exist.
rather speak five words with my unDr. Samuel M. Zwemer, who derstanding that I might teach others

...

-
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also than ten thousand words in an
unknown tongue . . . therefore let
him that speaketh in an unknown
tongue pray that he may interpret."

"Blockade," Boycott, and Boost

T HEY'RE

getting all excited
about the movie Blockade. Some
praise it as an admirable preachment against war; others damn it as
politically subversive propaganda. In
Radio City it gets a Roman Catholic
boycott with threats of concerted action by the Legion of Decency. In
England it is hailed with hysteria.
The debate threatens to evolve a new
kind of movie censorship-censorship
of political ideas as well as morals.
Where do we stand?
As a motion picture it is definitely
not "great." While its photography
is excellent and its impact terrific, its
plot is hackneyed. The usual beautiful
woman spy with sublimated heart of
gold is redeemed by the love of the
idealistic hero on the other side. Nor
is it especially well cast or charactered.
Madeleine Carroll is the embodiment
of the popular misconception of the
woman spy. We can understand the
Columbia U senior poll that chose
her as the ideal companion if wrecked
on a desert isle (because she speaks
French) , but as an actress, though she
works hard, she's no Helen H ayesnot even a Colbert. She "mugs" her
lines as those of you will remember
who watched the general die at dawn

5

and Hollywood put Lloyds of London
on a paying basis. And Reginald Denny is at times too slow-witted even
for an English newsman, and at other
times too naive. The picture's attempt
to panorama the suffering city through
the eyes of Miss Carroll out for an
evening stroll with Mr. Denny, falls
short of the naturalness of Clark
Gable's search for Jeannette MacDonald after San Francisco's earthquake. And its endeavor to focus the
barbarism of modern warfare with an
orphaned infant fails so completely
that even the director decided to reduce the child to a stooge for Leo
Carillo's excellent comedy and an occasional tear-jerker with its baby coo
and cry.
Nevertheless the picture is causing
a rumpus. That's because of its pioneering. Producer W alter W anger undoubtedly needed courage to handle,
bare-handed and commercially, the
hot political situation in the Spanish
Civil War. (Remember how the "Last
Train from Madrid" side-stepped the
issue?) While an introductory blurb
insists that the picture will neither
"treat with nor take sides in the conflict of ideas in Spain" it fools no
one. This is on a par with the usual
formality : "The characters and events
depicted are fictional and any similarity ... is purely coincidental." The
picture very definitely sympathizes
with the Loyalists. ames, places, and
insignia are faked, but the most casual
headline reader cannot but recognize the Alcazar painted on the backdrop and Bilbao in the role of Castle-

6
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mare and "Corn" Roberts' ship renamed "Fortuna." The picture takes
sides, and that's how the trouble
started. During the filming its Roman
Catholic financial backers began
to squirm but Mr. Breen, R.C. and
right hand man to Czar Hays, held
thumbs up. Came the boycotted opening and Mr. Wanger, more or less a
shoe string producer, is definitely
worried. A potent West Coast theatre
chain refused to book it as a main
feature, and if the Legion of Decency
does take action it means even less
money at the box office.
And we were worried too. The
boycotters claimed that the picture
cheered the Communists. We don't
like Communism either: but is it so
certain that the Loyalists are Red? To
be sure, they have received moral and
material encouragement from Moscow, but it is also obvious why Stalin
fears Fascism more than Democracy.
He wouldn't be helping a one-time bitter enemy in China if he didn't. Most
responsible commentators are hesitant
about the deepness of the dye in
Madrid, but even if the worst is true:
by joining the boycott of Blockade,
we imply that we want the Rightists
to win. And we don't. We put Fascism
on a par with Communism.
But if we fight the boycott and
boost the picture, are we really def ending what we conceive as a facet
of our constitutional freedom of
speech, even though we don't agree
with the opinion of the picture, or are
we aiding the newer tactics of the
International Party Line to advance

Communism by the termite route? Are
we furthering an appeal to Christian
sympathy with suffering and American siding with the underdog to intervene against the brutality of the
war in Spain as fought by a "totalitarian" state-a subtle appeal extended selfishly by Communists,
Munitions Makers or Militarists? But
if that is its purpose, then the picture, out of nai've ignorance or an unclever half-truth, defeats its own ends.
Henry Fonda, in a bit of unethical
dramatics remm1scent of Walter
Huston in the late twenties, defending
Desire Under the Elms, steps out of
character and looking straight into the
camera asks where the conscience of
the world is that could stop this murder-not war-in Spain. War, he says
in effect, is fought between soldiers,
not against non-combatants by means
of blockades, starvation, and air raids.
We suggest another look at history.
From the Siege of Troy down to the
World War the starving-out of an
enemy has been a major weapon of
armies. Does anyone still think that
Germany was defeated on the battlefield? It was the wracking disappointment in the cities' food lines as a result
of England's very successful blockade
of the North Sea that did it. That
modern armies can add to the slow
horror of famine the quick agony of
an air raid, only means that Sherman's
definition of war is no longer adequate. It needs a nastier word. Besides, we have read some very unpleasant stories of atrocities at the
hands of the Loyalists too. We still
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believe that war is war, no matter who
fights it.
But even granting that it is all
propaganda on one side and all shining truth on the other-it still remains
a question whether we should step in
and stop it. There seems to have been
too much of that in Spain already.
Had Italy and Germany and the
U.S.S.R. not decided to step in to stop
it according to their lights, it would
probably have been over and done
with long ago. For there's the rub. To
stop it you must fight for one side or
the other. Despite the introductory
alibi, despite much of the picture's
dialogue to persuade us that the Loyalists are fighting only for the right to
live, to work, to die in peace, the war
in Spain remains a conflict of ideas.
One will conquer at the expense of the
other. If it be Fascism against Communism, we prefer to treat it like a
fight between mad dogs. We'll watch
it with interest, but from over a fence.
If it be Fascism versus Democracy, we
will recall our late lamented attempt
to make the world safe for the latter
polite and also the fact that its fundamental tenet is the self-determination
of the majority of any people to embrace it. We'll still keep the fence.
We braved the boycott and went
to see Blockade. If it was intended
solely for "entertainment," we assure
the producer that it has the kick of
eye-witnessing a street-corner smashup. If it was intended for propaganda,
it did nothing to change our opinion
of war, Fascism, or Communism. If it
was intended as a subtle appeal for
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American intervention, we came out
with the same mind as the couple
that preceded us up the aisle, "Let's
get a milk-shake at Tony's."

A New Morality?

p ROFESSOR EINSTEIN recently

addressed the graduating class of
Swarthmore and said: "Failure of the
modern world to develop a new morality to replace the declining influence
of religion has resulted in a serious
weakening of moral thought and
sentiment and in the barbarization of
political ways. The surrender of some
European nations to primitive animal
instincts, if persisted in, will destroy
civilization, religion, and morality."
The learned scientist should be
aware, of course, of the impotence of
"the modern world to develop a new
morality to replace the declining influence of religion.'' The great mistake
of the modern world is that it ha
permitted religion to decline, and the
only hope for a renewal of its life
and vigor is a revival of religion. The
modern world has erred, not in failing
to build up a "new morality," but in
forsaking the old morality laid down
by the precepts of God. Just what kind
of a "new morality" may the professor visualize? How could a man who
has forsaken religion fashion a • new
morality" that would be a permeating
and regulating force for good in the
world? When man breaks a ay from
God, he cuts himself off from the

8
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source of true morality and prepares
the way for the reign of the "primitive animal instincts" of which Einstein speaks. The only way to the
world's regeneration is the way back
to God. To point that way back is the
great task of the Church.

Paging Mr. Gilbert and
Mr. Sullivan

§ OME time ago, Life magazine unburdened itself of a fulsome pictorial disquisition on swing music, on
some of the principal exponents of
that particularly "hot" type of jazz,
and on the highly excitable and resonantly active species of the genus
homo, known as the jitterbug. A little
later, the publication entertained us
with photographs of Father Divine
and some of his loyal minions as they
cavorted about on the premises of
their recently purchased "heaven,"
Crum Elbow; and, in the same issue,
two full pages were devoted to the
"Yam," created by Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers in the movie, Carefree.
As we studied these peculiar outgrowths of the mottled civilization of
our country, we began to think that
one of the things we need most in this
day of purging, sabre-rattling, diplomatic maneuverings, vote-hunting,
and new dance-steps is not a good
five-cent cigar, but the emergence of
a pair of artists like Gilbert and Sullivan. Clever satire-satire with a bite
and a sting-will do much to temper

the unpleasantness of the dark brown
taste which so many of us constantly
carry around in our mouths as we survey and become jittery about the
multifarious goings-on in the world
today. But it must be satire filled with
far more substance and with a greater
portion of subtle wit than that found
in such contributions as Of Thee I
Sing and I'd Rather Be Right.
There is real life in the works of
"the heavenly twins of light opera,"
even though many of their cutting
digs have, in the very nature of things,
become unmistakably dated. It is true
that the skill of the pair in drawing
caricatures, their cleverness in turning
phrases-both verbal and musicaland their remarkable knack of hitting
the nail squarely on the head have
that sort of originality which defies
exact imitation ; but our country, in
the present stage of its development,
is so chockful of perplexing and
fascinating problems that it seems
logical to hope for the rise of deft
rhymesters and skillful composers
who, somewhat after the fashion of
Gilbert and Sullivan, will be able to
relieve a large amount of the tension
which holds us in its dutches.
It would be a tragic mistake to
imagine that such noteworthy examples of barbed wit as one finds in
The Pirates of Penzance, Iolanthe,
Trial by fury, H.M.S. Pinafore, Ruddigore, Princess Ida, and even in the

cruelly over.worked and of ten pitilessly butchered Mikado have become lost
chords and are nothing more than
museum pieces today. Is it altogether
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without rhyme or reason to conclude
that a rigorous subordination of a
screamingly overdone love interest
and a scrupulous avoidance of salaciousness will be fruitful of far better and more lasting results in the
field of musical comedy than have
been in evidence in recent years?
Those who cannot see beyond the
coins and the bills that are so welcome
to the boxoffice will undoubtedly
pooh-pooh a notion of this kind. But
did the fact that Gilbert and Sullivan
did not load their light operas with
filth and slushy love songs prevent
people from rushing in droves to hear
their works? Even today their boxoffice appeal is by no means negligible.
We do not wish to decry the contributions of our clever cartoonists,
no matter on which side of the political fence they may be standing. We
have a good deal of admiration for a
journalist like Westbrook Pegler, who
lashes out with fury and unmitigated
courage against what he considers
fraud and fakery. Often we are delighted by the cynical and satirical
twinkle that has a way of creeping into
the prose emanating from the steadily
flowing faucet manipulated so energetically by the rotund Heywood
Broun ; and we believe that there is
room for some of the polished reason~ng with which Walter Lippmann is
m the habit of regaling us. Even
Dorothy Thompson, who is always
ready and willing to die for this or
for that, is highly commendable in
spots and has her place in the sun. But
would it not be a wonderful experi-
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ence to see and to hear the current
American scene, with all its strange
twists and harrying complications,
satirized by craftsmen gifted with at
least some measure of the ability that
belonged to Gilbert and Sullivan ?

Can Trustees Be Trusted?
LJST year Dr. Earl J. McGrath,
professor of Education at the
University of Buffalo, made a study of
2500 trustees of colleges throughout
the United States. He found that "the
control of higher education in
America, both public and private, has
been placed in the hands of a small
group of the population, namely,
financiers and business men. From
two-thirds to three-fourths of the
persons on these boards in recent
decades have been selected from this
group." Surely no one supposes that
these men, in most cases, were chosen
because they showed unusual intelligence or had developed a special interest in education. It was their .financial standing that counted-partly because money, in the eyes of many
Americans, confers distinction on one
who has it, and partly because it was
hoped that some of this money could
be lured into the college coffers. Accordingly, in such cases, the motive
for choosing those who have the last
word on educational policies had as
little to do with education as possible.
And the backgrounds and attitude
and mental calibers of those concerned
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were often as ill-proportioned to the
tasks that were to be set before them
as they well could be. Does this, by
any chance, help to explain why
American education is what it is ?

Prison Statistics and Religion
ANTI-RELIGIOUS propaganda is
making capital use of the fact
that a large percentage of the inmates
of prisons and penitentiaries claim
allegiance to some church, and argues
from this fact the futility of the
creeds stressed by the churches as distinguished from deeds.
Something must be wrong in this
reasoning, since the present writer
during thirty or forty years of active
membership does not know one Lutheran who today is serving a sentence
in a state's prison. Moreover, he
knows personally about :fi.fty congregations which in the memory of living man have had not one member
under criminal indictment. He knows
that a judge of a metropolitan court

some years ago said that he had, in
all his career, not sentenced one boy
or girl who was an active member of
a Sunday school.
The average prisoner has his mind
on only one objective-to get a parole. For parole he needs a good record. Instinctively he looks for some
creditable detail in his past career, and
he remembers that his parents have
been Catholic, Baptist, Lutheran.
Asked about his "church affiliation,"
he says Catholic, Baptist, Lutheran.
The matter is of some importance
because we have here a pragmatic test
of religion. Let the test be made, let
the statistics be investigated, not as
to claims of church connection, but as
to active church membership when
the crime was committed. Judging
from what we know-not surmise,
but know-about the incidence of
crime in the parish records of the
average Protestant church, we would
say that the proportion of criminals
with an active church record is a
fraction i;nany places to the right of
the decimal point.

"Given a reasonable acquaintance with the facts, it is safer to
predict the return of a comet than to tell how the cat will jump,
yet there are laws of cat-jumping, and the Mendelian counts and
describes his chickens before they are hatched !"-SIR J. ARTHUR
THOMSON

.

of the side street: "Couldya spare a
dime for a cuppa cawfee ?" . . . I
fish for the dime, although I know
that my friends with a social conscience will disapprove of this careless, futile charity.... Farther up the
street a flashing sign proclaims "One
Hundred Beautiful Dancing Partners," and a timid oldster is catapulted inside by the barker.... The
noise is terrific, but steady.... It does
not cut the nerves, even though this
is no place for a pilgrim accustomed
to the voices of silence. . . .
Men and women are passing at the
rate of about one hundred a minute.
. . . Here they are-at the very hub
By 0. P. KRETZMANN of the vast machinery built to keep
America happy and amused .... Here
"All the trumpets sounded
is everything they want-bright lights
for him on the other side"
to push the night back beyond the
PILGRIM 'S PROGRESS
moonlit waters of the Hudsonlaughter and song to take away th~
soundless burden of life-alcohol to
ease the tearing pain of living. . . .
Night in Babylon
I peer into their faces-as sharply as
BROADWAY at 44th St., New I can without being arrested .... Is
York. . . . A gentleman from there joy in those eyes, ready laughter
Michigan has charged me with so- on those lips, a tall and disciplined
journing too much and too long in power in the men and women who
cathedrals. . . . I must silence him walk on Broadway? Surely the lights
by standing here-horizontally oniy are bright enough to see clearly....
eight blocks from the nearest cathe- I look more closely. . . . Two men
dral, but vertically ages and worlds whose faces are twisted and hard:
away.... An apologetic moon peeps "And I says 'a hunnerd bucks is givin'
over the thousand lights of Loew' s it away'.". . . A boy and girl openly
Theatre. . . . Are there more lights holding hands in this center of sovisible here than anywhere else in the phistication: "We can take the bus,
world and hiding the only one that honey, and still make it." . . . A knot
shone on Eden and Gethsemane ? . . . of gesticulating men at the news-stand
A derelict sidles out of the shadows on the corner: "He took •em for all
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they had." . . . Two misses with
plucked eyebrows and cheap rice powder: "So I says if you eemagine I'm
gonna wait here for ya all day, ye' re
crazy." ... A middle-aged pair trying desperately to look like New
Yorkers: "Look, Mamma, there's the
sign we read about." . . . The sharp
Midwestern tone and cadence fall
upon our ears like voices from home.
. . . A cop moves into the circle on
the corner: "Get movin' here. Ya
think this is the Garden ? Come on,
get goin'." ...
Gradually the blurred impressions
move into focus .... There is no joy
here, no laughter that springs unbidden from the heart to the lips, no
glory beyond the little glory which
has made of stone and wire a means
and an end .... Have all these lights,
these rushing machines, these mechanical marvels given us nothing which
would set us a step beyond the crowds
that walked the Broadway of Babylon twenty-five centuries ago? . . .
Can Jeremiah change his tune or the
prophet hang his lute on a convenient
willow? .. .
Hardly.... And you do not have
to be a Christian to know it. . . .
Perhaps more than ever before, we
are burning little candles at the wrong
altars. . . . All this is fearful in its
aimlessness, its feverish quest for
joy, its broken spirit and its mangled
dreams . . . . More than that, my
friend from Michigan, it is as ephemeral and unreal as these lights will
be when the dawn comes over the
East River in a few hours. . . . That

nsmg sun is inevitable-but these
bulbs can be put out by a sudden
storm, a bomb lying at this moment
in an arsenal across the sea, a strong
wind. . .. Is not permanence an integral part of ultimate reality? . . .
But no matter.... I am going back
to the cathedral. . . . A few doors
down the street music blares from a
window and I stop there. . . . The
machine age has given me something
too. . . . I ask the clerk for a little
black disk and place it gently on a
box. . . . The noises of Broadway are
still loud and hard, but now there is
another voice. . . . It comes over the
unforgetting years, from the heart and
soul of a man long dead. . . . Only
this is real at long last, even on Broadway. . . . The black disk holds the
answer I could not find out there on
the corner. . . . It brings yesterday's
sun and tomorrow's morningstar... .
There is no irony in playing the "Crucifixus" from the "Mass in B Minor"
on Broadway.... As it steals out of
the doorway into a world that would
rather crucify itself than believe in
the Crucified, I reach for lines I have
long carried with me these crowded
years. . . . Dorothy Kissling wrote
them-and beyond them nothing remains to be said:
Bread of the world, in mercy broken,
Wine of the soul, in mercy shedO Word unspeakable, unspoken,
0 Flame above each bended head,
We have come back to the place of starting;
Here at Thy feet all lives begin;
Speak us Thy peace before departing,
Lighten the way we journey in!
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Thine altar-candles light the night;
The hosts of heaven dissolve and pass;
In the abundance of Thy light
I see the world as in a glass ;
I see the shepherds tend their flocks,
The long ships take the plunging sea,
The lighthouse loom above the rocks,
The cities sleep in mystery;
The noisy marts, the spires of prayer,
The foul unlighted streets of crime,
The thief returning to his lair,
The starveling in his want and grime;
The jungle, and the furtive brute
With dappled flanks beneath the moon;
The gardens hanging rich with fruit
And warm with summer's afternoon;
The fishers in their ice-clad boats,
The children at their sunny play,
The graybeards on whose childish sports
The sun shone only yesterday;
All these, with every hidden thing
That was and is and is to be,
All mysteries past imagining
A moment stand revealed to me;
And not as I have known before
I know them now, but as they are,
Bright motes and dark, and nothing more,
Against the shining of Thy star;
Bright motes and dark against the flood
Of that imperishable Light
That flashes in the outpoured Blood
And turns the Body flaming white.
0 Gift in every outstretched hand,
0 burning drops, 0 broken heart,
0 Life shed forth for our demand,
How passing wonderful thou art!
Here at Thy feet in adoration,
Here at Thine altar filled with light,
Here at Thy Word, in expectation,
Here at Thy promise, with delight,
Bring we the lives the world has broken,
Home to Thy heart whose blood was shed,
By whom the words of life were spoken,
And in whose death our sins are dead . ...
0 Thou in whom all discords cease,
Grant us Thy peace; grant us Thy peace.

IL
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Opiates and Open Eyes
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RASH and repented moments
we have calmly discussed the current madness called "Swing" as the
momentary musical aberration of a
comparatively small group seeking a
new and bizarre emotional outlet. ...
Now we are no longer sure.... At
Chicago's Soldiers' Field in the doldrums of August, a dozen swing
bands joined in a jam session . . . .
Objective observers report that the resulting melee was Dante's "Inferno"
in double time. . . . Two hundred
thousand jitterbugs and cats stormed
the gates, tied up motor traffic for
three hours, and howled their approval as the bands swung into the
groove and sent it. . . . They danced
on the roofs of cars, shagged up and
down the concrete steps, and trucked
over the greensward.... The whole
business was more than slightly mad.
. . . Here was no clean ecstasy or
flaming Wagnerian passion . . . . It
was a horrifying glimpse into something incredibly beastly-the eyes of
jungle animals gleaming more brightly than the lights of our veneer of
civilization over on Michigan A venue.
. . . "Flatfoot Floogie" has become
our national anthem .. ..
Within hailing distance of the sacred environs of Harvard Yard one
Thomas H. Leary, a Cambridge policeman, has been nominated as a delegate to the Democratic state convention .... Mr. Leary doesn't want the
job. . . . This unusual situat!on has
resulted in the most refreshing po-
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litical campaign of the present season.
... Statements from Mr. Leary's platform: "Be leary of Leary." ... "If
elected, I will look out for myself.
The public can look out for itself."
... "I promise to attend all dinners,
funerals, weddings and beauty contests. If there is any time left over,
I will start investigations to get publicity." . . . "Leary and Mrs. Leary
first ; relatives next; the public last."
... "I will put up more signs saying
'Men at Work.' There won't be any
more men working, but you will see
more signs." ...
Leary wants to be funny-and in a
world of lying he has struck the
surest way of being funny-by the
simple telling of the simple truth.
. . . In our time of political speeches,
cigarette advertising, and organized
lying the truth is either high tragedy
in the manner of a Savonarola or
roaring comedy a la Leary. . . .
Back to madness again. . . . Perhaps there is an intimate relationship,
in both origin and character, between
the jitterbugs in Soldiers' Field and
the dancing madmen in Europe. . . .
Here are the headlines in yesterday's
newspaper: "British Fleet off to North
Sea.'' "New Reich Forts Manned by
50,000." "France Sends Reserves into
Maginot Line." "Hungary to Rush
Conscription Plan.'' "Voroshilov
Watches Troop Maneuvers.'' ... And
all this on the tenth anniversary of the
Kellogg-Briand pact for the renunciation of war . . . . With what vengenance terror sets its marks upon
men....

William Saroyan, the bad boy of
American letters, writes to The Nation that he is about to enter upon a
project with which we are in profound sympathy. . . . He will, he
avers, edit an ''Anthology of Lousy
Writing." . . . "Contributions must
be worse than just ordinarily bad and
their authors must be better than ordinarily good.'' . . . "The book will
contain short stories, chapters of
novels, poems, essays, criticism, book
reviews, plays, scenarios, and any
other kind of writing by good writers
that happens to be lousy." The idea
has merit. . . .
The October selection of the Bookof-the-Month-Club is Carl Van Doren's biography of Benjamin Franklin.
. . . Long ago we began to suspect
that the great Benjamin was far from
being the bourgeois, acquisitive fellow whom everyone knows from
"The Way to Wealth." ... Now Mr.
Van Doren says that, as a rule, America has remembered only those maxims which buttressed its pragmatic,
Dale Carnegie morality. . . . Who
does not know "Early to bed and early
to rise makes a man healthy, wealthy,
and wise"-"God helps them that
help themselves"-"An empty bag
cannot stand upright"- "The used
key is always bright." ... And yet
there was another side of Franklin. . . . Mr. Van Doren properly gives
space to his forgotten maxims. . . .
"He does not possess wealth, it possesses him" - "Avarice and happiness
never saw each other. How then
should they become acquainted?"-
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"He that can take rest is greater than
he that can take cities"- "Fish and
visitors smell in three days"-"None
preaches better than the ant, and she
says nothing"-"The worst wheel of
the cart makes the most noise." ...
And now-before the first frostwhile the moon still lies warm over
the plains and prairies of our landthe famous passage from Willa
Cather's Two Friends concerning
summer dust: "The road, just in front
of the sidewalk where I sat and played
jacks, would be ankle-deep in dust,
and seemed to drink up the moonlight like folds of velvet. It drank up
sound, too; muffled the wagon-wheels
♦

Backslapping
"Backslapping may not always be for business reasons, but it
is usually for pecuniary reasons. I recall participating in a dinner
to a man who was as stupid as he was rich. The basic idea of t~e
dinner was to obtain money from him in order that a certam
charity might make up its deficit. At the close of the banq~et
our guest arose and delivered himself of as monumental a series
of banalities as it has ever been my ill fortune to hear. When he
seated himself, amid vast applause, we, the hosts, arose one by
one, and respectfully asked questions and were grateful for
answers that we knew to be absurd. Finally we gave our guest
a rousing vote of thanks for a most instructive evening: Lat~r
... I wrote him a letter-a slimy, unctuous letter-recallmg his
brilliant address and the needs of the charity. I was never so
pleased in my life as when he kicked us all downstairs, and never
gave a penny. In some dim way it restored my self-respect."STUART CHASE
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and hoof-beats; lay soft and meek
like the last residuum of material
things-the soft bottom resting-place.
Nothing in the world, not snow
mountains or blue seas, is so beautiful
in moonlight as the soft, dry summer roads in a farming country, roads
where the white dust falls back from
the slow wagon-wheel." ... And so
to bed-with the warming thought
that words and thoughts like these
will live long after the harangues of
dictators and the ashes of our fateful
years have been lost in the winds of
God. . .. Finally there will be only
star-dust falling from the wheels of
the chariots of heaven ....

Bearer of hope-martyred by Big Businessincarnation of a new and better day-
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T WAS a crestfallen lot we saw
that day at a broker's office on
La Salle Street. The news brought
by the ticker was anything but good.
Banks were closing on every hand.
Panicky people were carrying such
savings as they could lay their hands
on from the bank to their trunks, from
the trunks to the vault, and still wondering whether they now were safe.
The broker was in no cheerful frame
of mind, and his mumbling customers
looked for all the world like hunted
deer stopping for breath. That was
before Franklin Delano Roosevelt became president and when plumbers,
who had become bankers, were trying to explain how and why their
banks were insolvent. Distinctly do we
remember how the broker with curled
lip denounced "the crowd at Washington" because it did nothing.
Then came Roosevelt, and with him
hope was revived in the breast of
America's millions. Perhaps no president ever faced a more difficult task
than did he as he took the oath of
office. But it was not the first time he
had stood face to face with what
seemed like insuperable difficulties.
Some years before he had been laid

low by that dread disease, infantile
paralysis. It had left his body badly
incapacitated. What seemed like a
terrible tragedy was, however; to become a blessing in disguise. A man,
even at this moment occupying a very
important place in the Cabinet, told
us one day, in an extended interview,
that Roosevelt employed the weary
months of his convalescence in wide
reading and that the trying experience
of his serious illness went far toward
deepening his inner life, developing
his humanitarian interests and broadening his sympathies for the unfortunate. This is probably the time which
must be remembered above all things
in trying to understand the president
who demands that "government
should have a soul." This was also the
time in which he read omnivorously
on subjects of state, economics, and
kindred matters and thus became
filled with ideas wherewith to approach his task as chief executive of
these United States.
When Roosevelt, the man who had
fought his way back from an invalid's
couch to the President's chair at the
White House delivered his first inaugural addr;ss and said, "We have
16
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nothing to fear except fear itself! " the
American people rallied around him
and saw in him a new hope and the
dawn of a better day. Even such unscrupulous news-sheets as the Chicago.
Tribune could not withhold applause.
It, too, was then still trembling in its
boots. Advertisements had fallen off.
The masses had grown restive. And
who knew just how long the democratic form of government would survive, if those masses should decide to
storm banks, form in angry groups
around the Tribune Tower, and probably take governmental affairs into
their own hands? So the Tribune, too,
with all its kindred spirits, was glad
that it had heard the reassuring voice
of the new president.
The courage and vigor with which
President Roosevelt grasped the helm
of state and confidently piloted the
old ship through the troubled and
turbulent waters of a universal depression are a matter of history, and
no events of tomorrow will dim the
glory of that achievement. A few bold
and rapid strokes, deftly made, soon
turned the tide of events, and America
found itself once more retiring each
night without first fear fully looking
under the bed to see whether some
new bogeyman might not be hiding
there to add yet further to the troubles
of the next day. Business improved.
Banks were put on a sounder basis.
Far-reaching programs of social relief
were undertaken. An honest effort
was made to inaugurate a new day in
which there would be a fairer distribution of this world's goods and in
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which honesty, if not the voluntary,
then the compulsory kind, would be
required of those in high places and
those entrusted with the moneys
laboriously saved by the industrious
and hitherto unprotected masses. Governmental machinery was set up to
regulate industries to such an extent
as it was believed would be necessary
to do away with the chiseller, the ruthless employer, the cut-throat who
slashed prices beyond all reason at the
expense of his competitors and of the
men and women who worked for him.
This program was hailed on every
hand as something badly needed .
Representatives of various kinds of
businesses and industries met with
representatives of the government,
worked out agreements, and started
off on a new era. We could relate in
detail the enthusiasm expressed for
this program of economic rehabilitation by manufacturers, merchants, and
businessmen of various kinds.

Greed Revived
It was not long before the effects
of the new day were noticed, and no
sooner did those in positions of wealth
and power begin once more to feel
their oats than they thought the day
had come to throw off the yoke of
government and to return to the "good
old days" of "rugged" individuali m
with their opportunities of growing
rich on the gullible and helple
masses, their honest sweat, and the
dollars these had aved for a rainy
day. Many a larger bu ine which
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had agreed to operate under the regulations of the NRA and which plastered its stationery and its windows
with the emblem of the "blue eagle,"
soon decided that it would be most
advantageous to violate signed agreements, just so the competitor in business would not do likewise. Instances
in which workers had to endorse paychecks made out for the minimum
sum of $15 per week and then accept $12 or $13 in cash in full payment of the check, and instances in
which workers had to check out at
six o'clock in the evening only to return to their labors for three or four
more hours of work without pay, and
this in large, nationally known businesses such instances were the talk
of the day. Thus business, once more
in the grip of greed, set out upon a
pathway which was to bring it much
heartache and worry and greatly increase the labor troubles which were
to follow. The patient was feeling
better and now began "to throw the
crutches at the doctor," as Roosevelt
so aptly said in one of his addresses
while seeking re-election.
It was now that the campaign of
vilification set in. The person, life,
character, family, and above all, the
motives of the President were now
subjected to a most thorough-going
program of slander and defamation.
Businessmen, bankers, clergymen,
doctors, dentists, white collar workers, and even some laboring people
were caught in the fog of the propaganda, and wide areas of the press
bent all their strength and used

every possible effort to its promotion.
Every new move made by the president was criticized unmercifully and
fought most bitterly. Only a man sure
of himself, of good conscience as to
his motives, and fortified by prayer,
could have been expected to withstand the onslaught. Despite the
masses of unemployed, the lamentable
conditions prevailing in many labor
centers, the unfair business practices
and suicidal slashing of prices-despite such incredible situations as were
revealed with the collapse of the Insull Utilities Empire: men like the
saintly past president of Wall Street's
Stock Exchange, Richard Whitney,
now wearing stripes at Sing Sing, and
others did everything in their power
to frustrate the president's program
of social justice and humanitarian
ideals. They did not want the NRA.
They did not want the SEC. They did
not want any form or kind of government control and governmental regulation. Every attempt on the part of
the government to protect the masses
was designated as Communism, Fascism, regimentation, and the like.
What their motives may have been,
we cannot say, but we do know that
practices revealed in the life of the
three-time stock-exchange president
might help us make a guess.
Political economy is not our specialty, and we do not presume to
know whether all methods tried by
President Roosevelt to bring about
finer and more secure living conditions for the larger number of American citizens were always the wisest
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and best. But these things we think
we do know:

Men or Money
We know that he has succeeded in
pulling man out from behind the dollar sign which had obscured him all
too long. He has so simply and convincingly emphasized the superiority
of human values as distinguished
from mere material values that every
right-thinking American has been
compelled to recognize this fact more
fully than ever before in the history
of America. The impression which he
has made upon American thinking in
this matter can never again, we believe, be fully wiped out and will assure our President a place among the
immortals of our national history.
He preserved the value of human
self-respect and individuality when he
insisted upon giving the unemployed
an opportunity to work for their support in a program of public works
rather than make them the humiliated recipients of a dole grudgingly
given. We do know that he brightened the day for many a family when
he deprived the greedy mortgage
holder of the pleasure of foreclosing
by establishing methods of federal
aid to distressed home-owners. We
do know that he once more gave
honest bankers a place in the sun by
insuring deposits up to a given sum.
Tomorrow no plumber, farmer, or
prosperous saloon keeper will be able
to set up a bank. Banking is now
on the road toward becoming a
skilled and honorable profession like
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those of law, medicine, theology, and
others. We do know that he afforded
many young people an opportunity to
acquire an education through National
Youth Aid or to engage in wholesome
work in CCC undertakings when
otherwise their years might have been
wasted in pool-rooms and in idleness.
We do know that he has surrounded himself, not with men
prejudiced and limited by their own
simple experiences in life, but with
specialists in the .field of social science
and highly trained experts in various
.fields of governmental endeavor.
These experts have been derisively
spoken of as "hair brain new dealers,"
and "brain trusters. " This is an
astonishing attitude, to say the lea t.
If ever a people prided itself on its
scientific attitudes, it was the American people. Americans are ready to
bestow high praise upon those men
and women who labor untiringly in
research laboratories, who discover
new cures for human ills, and who
invent new ideas for the improvement
of American mechanical de ices. How
the same people can turn with scorn
on those who desire, by proces e of
experimentation, to discover olution
for present social evils and economic
and governmental problem it i difficult to understand. But, if it be true
that omniscient newspaper editor ,
prejudiced by mercenary moti es,
have been critical of thi thorou hly
modern and scientific approach to a
solution of society' difficultie • it i
also true that the more intelligent
both here and abroad, ha e heartily
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supported this method of the Rooseveltian approach as one of pioneering
on "new social frontiers. " Some of
these so-called "brain trusters" who
for a time were associated with the
President are no longer among his
intimate advisers. Very noteworthy,
however, is the fact that the members
of his cabinet have remained loyal to
him and that none of them have resigned their positions, even though
the daily press has, from time to time,
tried to give the public the impression that the one or the other was
about ready to abandon the President
and his program.

The Hope of Millions
Today the farmers of Minnesota
and the Dakotas and other states are
not walking away from their farms in
a spirit of despair, leaving hogs,
horses, and cattle behind to perish, if
not rescued by others. Fair-minded
business men, big and little, while
they may not always agree with his
methods, are sincerely in accord with
the President's objectives. His ideas,
ideals, and objectives are so unquestionably right that the opposing
political party has found itself compelled either to accept them or lie
down and die. We applaud from
the viewpoint of a churchman every
move which strikes at greed, entrenched privilege, and injustice
which is ready heartlessly to coin
honest sweat and red blood into gold
dollars. We know full well that no
amount of legislation and government
regulation can ever make a people

righteous. But we also know that the
right kind of government can go far
toward preventing the brutalities and
bloody injustices which embitter people, arouse them against all constituted authority, and call forth cruelties
still worse-such as we witness in
Russia.
We believe that Franklin Delano
Roosevelt has become the incarnate
expression of the unspoken longings
and desires for economic security and
social justice which are in the hearts
of America's masses. Not every move
which the President has made has met
with success. His attempt to effect a
reorganization of the governmental
set-up and to clean up governmental
bureaus, a thing suggested and desired in some degree by all the men
who have occupied the President's
chair in the past several decades, met
with defeat. The fact that all our
most recent Presidents have criticized governmental bureaucracy which
has grown up at Washington in the
course of the years, and the further
fact that governmental bureaus cannot easily be disposed of by congressional action, because of the many political aspects associated with them,
makes one feel that the president's
failure to achieve this point is
greatly to be deplored. Anyone who
has followed the revelations of our
more critical journals of thought will
know that ·the most unscrupulous
methods were employed by those opposing governmental reorganization
and that many of the letters and telegrams sent to the legislators at Wash-
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ington to defeat the President's plan
came from purely fictitious persons, as
was revealed by later investigations.
Perhaps no move made by our
President proved to be more unpopular than his request for reorganization
of the United States Supreme Court..
This, it must be granted, was, without
a doubt, a most daring move on his
part. If he lost the battle for a reorganized judiciary, then it was, as he
has so aptly put it, "a lost battle which
he won," for certainly no one can deny
that the Supreme Court has been greatly liberalized and the way has been
opened for an interpretation of the
United States Constitution which
gives that historic document greater
flexibility and an opportunity to function successfully in our complex, modern industrial civilization.
The question of states' rights is another one of those matters about
which opponents of our President
have raised a great hue and cry. They
have revealed an amazing resourcefulness and creative power in the production of new and ugly words and
phrases wherewith to describe the
President's alleged desire for dictatorial powers. Anyone who is ready,
however, to be guided by reason
rather than by hyper-emotionalism
and prejudice, must acknowledge that
modern methods of transportation
and communication have done much
to wipe out the significance of state
lines and that the problems of one section of our country have increasingly
come to be the problems of the whole
nation. Hence, Roosevelt's determina-
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tion to wipe out sectionalism and to
bring about a greater unity of national
purpose and planning by which the
greatest good for the largest number
of people may be achieved, recommends itself to the thoughtful person
as exceedingly wise.

Foreign Alfairs
If the achievements of our President and his social aims for our own
country deserve the fullest admiration of all who have the well-being
of America's masses at heart, then
this is equally true of his attitude on
international affairs. The work done
by his Secretary of State, Cordell Hull,
in the making of international treaties
which have been designed to work for
the mutual benefit of the signatories
to such treaties, has met with almost universal approval. Even the
most conservative commentators writing for journals of thought have
found it impossible to withhold their
complete approval. The policy of the
"good neighbor" in international relationships is one which irresistibly
wins admiration on every hand.
Because the President has achieved
so much, despite all slander, campaigning, lobbying, and propagandizing which has been directed against
him, a recent poll of public opinion
by Fortune (noted for its uncanny
accuracy in past undertakings of a
similar nature) revealed the fact that
54% of the American people are still
loyally behind their President. A
writer in The ation recently reported
similar findings in an article entitled
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"They Like Roosevelt." The President unquestionably speaks the language of the people. He thinks in
their terms and eats his hot-dogs from
the same roadside stand at which the
ordinary American tourist stops for
his refreshments. His is the American
and democratic way, and the American people like it.
·
So do we, and why shouldn't we?
Man was not made for the dollar but
the dollar for man, and no man in
public office ever did more to make
America conscious of this fact than
has our beloved F. D. R. What is
more, we do not want Lenins, Stalins,
Mussolinis, Hitlers. We like our
democracy too well for that, and if we
are not mistaken, Roosevelt has been
the greatest single factor in preserving
this for us in times when the world
was out of joint and when totalitarian
states with bloody dictators have
become the fashion of the day. We
believe that President Roosevelt has
given such direction to our governmental affairs that when his term expires, another member of the Democratic or Republican party can safely
be elected in his place, for no matter
who comes next to be the President of
these United States, he will be compelled, as a well-known financial service recently advised its clients, to yield
to the mass movement and go on f ram
where we now are.

Christianity and America
When Christianity first went ~:mt into the Roman Empire, it faced a civil-

ization in which fully one-half of the
people were slaves of the other half.
Christianity came with the message
of love, and even though not all
people accepted Jesus as their Savior,
yet the social effects of the Gospel
were such that slavery gradually vanished like dew before the morning
sun, and feudalism came to take its
place. Feudalism, though still far
from our modern conceptions of a
free democracy, was an improvement
on slavery. But as Christianity's influence widened and the message of
love came to play a greater part in the
lives of ever-growing numbers of
men, feudalism had to make way for
a new order of society now known as
"Capitalism."
The lot of the average man under
capitalism was without a doubt vastly
better than it had been under feudalism; but the leaven of Christianity's
message of love, quietly, yet nevertheless effectively, working its way
through society, has brought about a
day in which further modifications are
being wrought in the social structure
and in which additional steps are being taken toward providing with fuller
justice, greater security, and greater
economic prosperity, the masses of
the people. The church, so often accused of being the willing tool in the
hands of the mighty for the purpose of holding the underprivileged
masses enthralled, takes its stand with
the lonely and the poor and with a
philosophy which exalts man over
money.

Forerunner of dictators-founder of bureaucracy
-muddled thinker-brilliant but erratic-
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afraid of him. Good character, brilliant gifts of leadership, sympathy,
courage, and praiseworthy intentions
are excellent qualifications indeed, but
the mere fact that our President possesses them does not guarantee that he
is a safe leader. The decisive questions
remain to be answered: What is his
conception of the form and functions
of democratic government? What are
the present effects of his policies on
our national life ? Where is he leading
us?
It has been said that in an age filled
with revolution and dictatorships Mr
Roosevelt has been the greatest single
factor in preserving our democratic
form of government to us. But is this
true?
What of the centralization of the
powers of government which has been
accelerated to such an unprecedented
degree during Mr. Roosevelt's tenure
of office ? Again and again our most
sacred democratic principles have been
flouted. Not only has the sovereign
domain of the individual tates been
invaded by violations of the federal
principle, but even within the precincts of the Federal Government itself an ever greater authority and an

AR be it from me to speak in
opprobrious terms of Franklin
D. Roosevelt. I honor him as a
man. I am fascinated by the power
of his leadership. His strong, magnetic
personality, his winsome ways, his
tremendous energy and buoyant enthusiasm, his smooth, electrifying eloquence and, above all, his great warm
heart, pulsating with sympathy for the
underprivileged and oppressed, have
always made a deep impression upon
me. Moreover, I have the highest regard for his motives. I believe that he
is a man of lofty ideals whose supreme
ambition is to serve his country well.
And he did serve it well in more than
one emergency. Manfully he threw
himself into the breach in the hour of
crisis and with brave and resolute
hand stayed the surging tide that
threatened to engulf us. In addition,
he made a monumental contribution
to our national life: he aroused the
social conscience of America as it had
never been aroused before. For this I
shall always be grateful to him.
And yet I am constrained to view
the fundamental policies and trends of
Mr. Roosevelt's administration with
grave apprehensions. Frankly, I am
23
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ever widening control have been concentrated in the hands of the President. And apparently the process is to
continue. Witness his almost insolent
attitude toward the Supreme Court,
his arrogant demands for reorganization of the Executive Department in
the interest of presidential control,
and the relentless pressure which he
so deftly brings to bear upon the
members of Congress through the
administration of public funds. Witness his gala procession to the Paci.fie
coast and his audacious meddling in
the State primaries. Whether we like
it or not, the fact remains that Mr.
Roosevelt has succeeded in maneuvering himself into a position of supreme
power and that he has entrenched
himself, not behind the reasonable
arguments of a sound political and
economic philosophy, nor behind his
ingratiating smile and charming eloquence, but behind a mighty bulwark
of cold, hard cash appropriated for
public works and the relief of human
suffering.
Such centralization of 'the powers
of government in the hands of one
man is, however, the direct antithesis
of the democratic principle. It undermines the very foundations of our
government and imperils our free
American institutions. And the worst
of the matter is that this centralization
of power is in its very nature progressive. Gradually, almost imperceptibly, the iron chain is forged;
regimentation, coercion, oppression.
With every blow of the hammer the
freedom of the individual is abridged

until at length-unless the people
themselves command a halt by bold
and summary action-our cherished
liberties will have been reduced to
melancholy memories.
To be sure, nothing is further removed from Mr. Roosevelt's mind
than the intention of depriving the
American people of their constitutional liberties. Notwithstanding he has
already taken the first step in this direction in his far-flung program of
regimentation. True, he was forced
into these paths temporarily by the
exigencies of the great depression;
and had he used the extraordinary
powers granted him for all they were
worth while the depression lasted
and then relinquished them, all would
have been well. But he did not do
this. On the contrary, he continues to
use every power which he can lay his
hands upon to build up an ever more
rigid system of regimentation. No
doubt we should be thoroughly regimented by this time if the Supreme
Court had not cast a fly into the ointment.

Regimentation or Freedom
What this regimentation has done
to the business of our country is a
matter of common knowledge. It has
forced it into an economic straitjacket and has paralyzed the free, adventurous spirit of private enterprise
which is the sine qua non of progress
and prosperity. By the unfriendly attitude of the President himself, the
half-baked and vacillating policies of
his administration 1 the hostile legisla-
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tion which was enacted, the unwarranted competition on the part of
the Government, the interference of
impractical theorists invested with
high authority, and, above all, by the
continuous uncertainty with regard to
the President's next experiment, the
American business man was deprived
of the incentive, security, and confidence which are indispensable for
prosperity and progress. Hence every
attempt to bring about a business revival by complex planning and extravagant pump priming is destined
to end in a fiasco. If there is to be a
recovery, the first step toward it must
be a loosening of the shackles of rigid
regimentation and a return to a flexible economic organization.
True, business itself must assume
the responsibility for many of its bitter
experiences. It had given aid and comfort to practises that were economically unsound and morally wrong.
In more than one respect it resembled
the Augean stables which had not been
cleaned for thirty years; and Mr.
Roosevelt did well to employ the
herculean arm of the law and the
irate floods of public opinion to effect
a purge. All credit to him for that!
But he should have stopped with this
and given the country time and opportunity to work out the new relationship between government, business,
and labor which the present age demands. Instead he continues to treat
business as the national scap egoat and
at times even puts it at the mercy of
hostile groups. Witness, for instance,
the one-sided guarantees of the W ag-
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ner Act. Thus business has been
driven into a precarious position: the
Government cracks down upon it
from above, and organized labor cuts
and thrusts away at it from below.
Small wonder that it cannot recover !
But let no man draw the conclusion
from what h as been said that the
rank and file of our people have been
exempted from the rigors of official
regimentation. Although favored by
the Administration, the masses, both
urban and rural, are beginning to feel
the powerful impact of centralized
governmental control. The farmer is
confronted with the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, rich in benefits,
but also pregnant with great dangers,
and with Mr. Roosevelt's pet idea
of permanent control of agricultural
production. The working man has
been subjugated to the despotic leaders
of organized labor, who have been
given free hand through the provisions of the Wagner Act. And the
end is not yet. Gradually the individual is losing his identity and hi
personal freedom and is being reduced
to a mere cog in a gigantic machine.
Yes, even the great national labor organizations, powerful as they are,
have had a rude awakening. Having
contributed large sum to the Democratic campaign fund, they natur lly
expected great things in return. But
in the hour of crisis, notably in the
General Motor strike and in the teel
strike, Mr. Roose elt left them in the
lurch.
ith the hi toric e. clamation,
"A plague on both your hou ." he
put them into one category 1th in-
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dustry and finance-under the mailed
fist of the President.

Bureaucracy
In order to carry out his ambitious
program, Mr. Roosevelt is creating a
colossal bureaucracy altogether out of
proportion to our national needs.
Boards, commissions, authorities, administrations, and corporations spring
up like mushrooms and are staffed
with legions of workers. Unwieldy,
ill-articulated, often a house divided
against itself, this new bureaucracy
lies sprawled out over American life
like a gigantic incubus. However, it
is on this second level of Government
service, as Dr. Glenn Frank points
out, that "more and more of the decisions that really determine the quality of government" are made. But this
is very unfortunate, for many of the
guiding spirits on this level are not
tried practical experts in their fields,
but true bureaucrats, who govern by
rigid or arbitrary routine. Hence there
is much meddling, much needless
ordering about, much experimentation, much blundering, and an extravagant waste of money. In addition, such a bureaucracy may become
a very effective instrument in the
hands of an ambitious Presidentalso on election day.
All this, of course, costs money.
The deficit in the operating expenses
of the Government for the present
fiscal year alone amounts to four billion dollars. Add to these operating
expenses the sums required for the
public works program, relief, and the

diverse New Deal experiments, and
you get a staggering figure. Even now
our national indebtedness totals sixty
billion dollars. But all this does not
seem to trouble Mr. Roosevelt in the
least. Nonchalantly he continues borrowing and spending, apparently
without having the faintest idea of
how this crushing debt can ever be
retired.

The Tax Burden
The result is self-evident: taxes and
ever mounting taxes ; and that not
only upon the rich, but upon the entire citizenry, especially upon the hardhit middle class. Just a few moments
ago I read an Associated Press dispatch which states that the Treasury
"is studying the possibility of levying
more taxes on wealthy corporations
and little fellows." Is this the way to
national prosperity and an abundant
life for the individual?
Some will counter, of course, that
Mr. Roosevelt is doing all this in the
interest of the masses, of the underprivileged and oppressed. But is he,
in the long run, really helping them?
Is he guaranteeing them economic security for the future? Is he really
building a better and happier America? I doubt it. For the present he is
providing generously for his less
fortunate countrymen, it is true. But
at the same time he is converting
them into wards of the government.
He is training them to eat public
bread. He is helping to d~prive them
of their initiative, their sense of personal responsibility, their self-reliance,
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their will to conquer. In short, he is
paving the way for their pauperization. In addition, he is piling up debts
under which they and their children
will groan for many decades. Concerned with the pressing problems of
the present, Mr. Roosevelt seems to
lack the vision of the future. And
this, af.ter all, is the chief difference
between the statesman and the politician. The former takes the long view
and builds for the years that lie
ahead; the latter is satisfied if he can
muddle through the problems of the
hour.
This brings us to the very heart
of the matter: the quality of Mr.
Roosevelt's leadership. Great leader
that he is, he does not seem to possess
the kind of leadership that America
must have in her hour of decision.
Swayed largely by his emotions, highly impressionable, dramatic, yet with-
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out the steadying influences of a
definite philosophy of government or
economics, he is vacillating in his policies and vague in his objectives. As
the New Republic puts it, "There
never has been a very clear idea in his
mind . . . of what sort of new order
he was bent on creating." The fact
that he has unbounded confidence in
himself only makes matters worse. It
invests him with a sort of messiahcomplex. And this is a dangerous
thing.
In view of all this one is inclined
to agree with the man who said that
Mr. Roosevelt is like Columbus.
When Columbus started out on his
voyage he did not know where he was
going; while he was on his way he
was continually at sea; when he arrived, he did not know where he was ;
and he did it all with other people's
money.

Just a Reminder
"I received a notice the other day from the United States
Internal Revenue Department, that my American income tax
would be due soon. I don't recall as an Englishman that I
have a representative in Congress. I don't think they'd let ~e
vote for one. Let's see, wasn't it taxation without representation
that caused all the trouble between the colonies and England
in the first place ?"-J. B. PRIESTLEY, British author.

shoe factories were in the hands of
Jews that, in my opinion, points to
one thing-great natural talent. The
report goes on to state that the Jews'
control of textile industry and trade
was 53 per cent; of bread production,
60 per cent ; reminding us of similar
figures that were current a few years
back regarding the dominance of the
Jew in Berlin: 90 per cent of the
lawyers, Jews; 80 per cent of the
doctors and dentists, Jews; 70 per
cent of the professors in certain departments of Berlin University, Jews.
I asked then, and I ask now, What of
it ? If the Jew has such tremendous
native efficiency to forge ahead in
everything he attempts: what reason
is that for ostracizing him, depriving
him of citizenship, smearing yellow
paint on his shops, and establishing
"ghetto-benches" in the parks and
"ghetto-seats" in the classrooms?
I have taken the time to analyze a
statement quoted from one of Winrod's pamphlets. It reads thus:

THE

ALEMBIC
By

THEODORE

GRAEBNER

rry he world cares little for anything a man has to utter that
has not previously been distilled in the alembic of his
life."
HOLLAND, Gold-Foil

~Going Yiddish? Under the
heading: "Jewish domination in Austria's economic life," a paper in Vienna published some interesting facts.
It said the Austrians munitions industry was 100 per cent in the hands of
Jews ; shoe production and trade, 80
per cent; leather trade, 78 per cent;
fuel trade, 64 per cent.
Well, I ask, what of it? The population of Austria was six and a half
million, and of this number three per·
cent were Jews. If 78 per cent of the
leather trade and 80 per cent of the
28

"Jews are in the President's cabinet and
in Congress ; two Jews are members of the
Supreme Court; Jews are running the immigration department; Jews are governors
of several States; the leading international
bankers are Jews; Jews control the newspapers, the stage, and the motion picture
industry; Jews own nearly all the big department stores; numerous Jews are filling
chairs in the universities and colleges;
Jews everywhere are occupying key positions on schoolboards and the teaching
staffs of the public schools; Jews conduct
a majority of the licensed liquor dispensaries (at least in ew York City); Jews
are Mayors, Postmasters, and Borough
Presidents, and Jews have greater proportional representation in the professions
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than any other element of the American
people."
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up the new organization with the
anti-Semitic societies in the country.
Assuming that all this is true- There were a lot of handbills pro
and most of it is so general as to be and con, lines of taxis available to all
unprovable, or so guardedly stated as who would join the anti-Jew crowd,
to be meaningless, or is outright false a fight in a hotel corridor, two rival
-but assuming all this to be true: meetings, headlines, with correspondwhat follows from it but the conclu- ents from New York and Chicago arsion that the Jews are an extremely riving by plane to witness the melee.
Whoever furnished the tens of
able race? Yet such paragraphs as the
one I have quoted are broadcast by the thousands necessary to bring these
anti-Semitic movement as arguments hordes of anti-Semites to Asheville,
for making the Jew an outcast in no one has yet discovered. We learned
America as he is now in most of then that there are today sixteen secret organizations sworn to fight the
Western Europe.
Jews, and with headquarters in Wash~ Asheville, 1936. It reminds ington.
me of the Congress against Communism which I attended in Ashe- ~
It Looks Bad for the Jew.
ville, in 1936. It was organized by a None of the anti-Semitic groups in
small group of churchmen who met in the United States have so far achieved
St. Louis earlier in the year-Baptist, respectability. No university, no
Presbyterian, Lutheran, and Catholic church body, no civic group has identiclergy taking part. The Reformed fied itself with the anti-Jew moverepresentatives were for making this ment. All the great book publisher
a "Christian Congress on Commu- in America voiced their prote t
nism." The Lutheran suggestion, sec- against the azi persecution of the
onded by the Jesuit spokesmen, pre- Jews by breaking officially with the
vailed, and the "Christian" was German publishers. But thing look
dropped. Indeed, we had a Jew on bad for the Jew in what has been hi
the program when we met in the ancestral home for centuries- entral
high school in Asheville. Hardly was Europe.
In Germany, such restriction are
our committee in session, when the
town was in an uproar through the even now in force that any elfinvasion of car-loads, train-loads of respecting Jew in Germany would
anti-Jew delegates that came from the sacrifice whate er worldly belon ing
eight corners of the compass. They he has in order to escape the daily
were determined to make this an round of humiliations and p r cuanti-Semitic demonstration, tying up tions of himself and his family. ut
orse things are in s ore. Je
are
Communism with Judaism and lining
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forcibly being despoiled of all they
have. Elimination from callings and
business subjects the greatest part of
Jews in Germany to enduring unemployment. The Secretary of Economics
unequivocally expressed the opinion
that the Reich has "granted Jews only
the rights which are granted to an
unwelcome guest." These rights are
now destroyed. The Jew has no rights
or privileges under the law. The Jews
have been compelled to register all
their German and foreign holdings.
Of these they are being systematically
stripped, and then expulsion is their
fate. The hatred expressed regarding
the race reminds one of the libels
current among nations engaged in
war. An editorial published in Das
Schwarze Korps, organ of Nazi S.S.
troops, lately said: "We must force
Jews to remain at their parasitical
posts until their money is gone. We
must persuade them by all means that
they cannot remain in the Reich and
that it is better for them to pay the
flight of capital tax today than to be
shipped off tomorrow or the day after
to Palestine or Madagascar-a solution which will come about sooner or
later as soon as some other nations
wake up to common sense."
To the cold pogrom comes the hot.
Not only has the Nazi policy of emigration been modified to "emigration
after pauperization," but concentration camps, both in Germany and Austria, are being filled up with Jews
virtually held for ransom.
In Austria, the Jews have no rights,
and no laws apply to them. They can

be arrested at any time, since by definition all Jews are "enemies of the
state." They are forbidden to go near
their businesses now, and the banks,
factories, and offices which once belonged to them are administered by
Nazi commissars .. Taxes must be paid
not only on property still remaining
to the emigrating Jews, but also on
property which was taken away from
them. Incidentally, no person is
obliged to pay a debt to a Jew. Mr.
Vincent Sheean writes from Vienna,
via Zurich, about the effort of the secret police to "smuggle Jews into Palestine without the permission of the
British Government or the consent of
the Zionist organization. Three shiploads of Jews have been smuggled out
in the last five or six weeks, and what
will become of them in Palestine
is anybody's guess. The Gestapo
achieved several purposes at once by
this trick-get rid of Jews, embarrass
the Zionists, create trouble for the
British, and encourage the Arabs to
disorder and murder. " The Vienna
edition of the V oelkischer Beobachter,
Adolf Hitler's organ in Berlin, has
said: "No store, no factory shall be
under Jewish management, and by
that time no Jew shall have opportunity to earn money in Austria except
in purely Jewish communities where
Jews may eat up their money and wait
until they die."
In Poland, the persecution of the
Jew has taken even more violent fo rm,
and Mussolini, in August, 1938, set
in motion the anti-Jew movement by
proclaiming Italy an Aryan state, in
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which only the Aryan has the right to
enjoy constitutional privileges.
Whatever the background of this
wave of anti-Semitism may be, it is
in spirit and principle as anti-Christian
as it is anti-Jew-one might say, in as
much as it is anti-Jew, since Christianity knows no racial distinctions and
proclaims Love as the fulfillment of
the Law.

~ The Aryan Myth. We are
trying to analyze the motives of this
hatred of the Jew. We have suggested
that envy plays a part. None can
deny that the Jew is the most talented
race on the face of the earth. The
spokesmen for anti-Semitism will indignantly deny that they, themselves,
have any motives except the most
moral. The Jew is a degraded specimen of the human type, immoral, all
his impulses anti-social. On the other
hand, the Aryan-formerly called
Nordic-is the highest type of humanity.
It is the Nazi philosophy of "blood
and soil" that inspires the cold pogrom. When ten Italian professors
read the Jews out of the Italian race,
they did so by classifying Italy as an
Aryan people. The following expression of Popolo d 1 Italia1 II Duce's
newspaper in Milan, is highly significant: "To call oneself an Aryan means
to declare oneself a member of a historically well-defined group of race ,
a member of the Inda-European
groups, and precisely of those races
which civilized the world.
ithout
dear, well-defined, constant race-
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mindedness, empires cannot be preserved."
Now, as Max Mueller pointed out
eighty years ago, Aryan is not a human
type at all but is properly used as a
group name for the Indo-German languages-Greek, Latin, German, English, Italian, etc. It has nothing to do
with blood or descent. E. A. Hooton,
professor of anthropology at Harvard
University, said in 1936: "There is
no Aryan race; Aryan is a term applicable only to a family of languages
spoken by populations heterogeneous
in race, nationality, religion, and other
aspects of culture. There is no 'French
race' and no 'German race,' properly
so-called. Such terms imply nationality, use of a common language, and
some degree of conformity to a pattern of culture, but nothing more."
This, of course, knocks the bottom
out of the plea of race. Everyone outside of the hopelessly prejudiced
group of writers, knows it to be true.
C. G. Seligman, a Je i h authority,
in 1936 referred to "the legend of the
ordic character with it alleged
unique originality and initiati e."
Then after explainin the differenc in
skull formation-"thu the
ordic
legend cannot be said to be borne out
in the country of it maximum deelopment, even if we I a e a id the
almost total ab ence of ordic phy ical character in the thre men ho
rule Germ1ny at the pres nt da ."
o
e are not oin
,d i h,
but e are trying hone ly to account
for the per ecution to hich he J
is being ubject d, and in all th fa
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that the reason is his religion. "From
childhood days the Gentile is told
that the Jews crucified Jesus. They acquire an aversion which they never
lose." My answer was, "But Protes~ Traveling with Some Jews. tantism today is under the sway of
Starting on a trip East, I had just Modernism, and Modernism is twin
settled down in my sleeper when brother to Reform Judaism, is it not?"
there was an invasion of a clamorous "It is that." "Now, a Modernist," I
and gesticulating group. A miscel- continued, "is what we used to call an
laneous lot of higher priced luggage infidel"-at this my rabbi wincedwas thrown into the seats, and three " and for the life of me I don't undermale voices and two female made stand why a modernistic Christianity,
known to the seven other passengers as in Germany, should persecute the
and the train crew, the plight of the Jew, whose view concerning Christ is,
party. No one was left in doubt re- like his own, that He was a great
garding the vexation of five Jews prophet." This seemed a new viewwho had taken passage by plane from point, but Rabbi X, with eloquence,
Los Angeles for New York, had been pictured the aversion to the Jew as
grounded by dirty weather, were now religious-not racial, not social.
-would you believe it ?-herded with
"Did you ever consider the descripthe plebeian train-going masses, and tion of the modern Jew," I asked, as
no assurance that the weather would we were nearing our destination, '' as
clear up by morning. The chatter con- he is described in Deuteronomy 28?
tinued far into the night, was revived You know," I interposed, "the chapin the washroom as we entered Pitts- ter of curses, of course?" "Why, yes,
burgh, where a little later the traveling we know Deuteronomy 28." I purpublic, as well as the red caps, were sued: "Is it not the Jew as he is now
informed that five Jews had missed shivering before his persecutors in
connections by plane.
Germany, Roumania, and Poland?
As the train pulled out, three Gen- The scattering of the people from one
tiles at the breakfast table were ready end of the earth to the other, having
to say, ''Heil Hitler!"
no ease and no rest, with life itself
A little later I was on a train bound hanging in doubt-? Is it prophecy,
for a meeting at which also a rabbi is it vision, is it coincidence?"
Rabbi X, who is a very distinof my town was scheduled. We had
met before, and Rabbi X was glad to guished member of his profession,
talk when I asked his opinion of said, "I see that you have given some
Hugo Valentin's Anti-Semitism. Our thought to our problem. I appreciate
conversation centered on the question, your sympathy. I hope to see you
Why is the Jew hated? Rabbi X held some other day."

surveyed, we find no solution creditable either to the mind or heart of
the persecutors. And the chief reason
proposed would not even make sense.

Moffet Studio

The University of Chicago stands in the forefront of educational advance in the United States. The picture shows the
quadrangles and the bridges leading over to the Harp r
Library, one of the great libraries of America.

Photo by Fox

Valparaiso University, the famous· "Poor Man's College," is
still one of the leading schools of its size in the country.
The · picture shows the "Founders Rock," dedicated on the
tenth anniversary of the school under Lutheran auspices.
It bears the following inscription- "To the Glory of God
and in recognition ot the faith and vision of the men and
women who organized the Lutheran University Association
in 192 S to foster Christian Higher Education at Valparaiso
U nive rsity .''

Co11rte1y Northwestern Uni11er1ity

One of the newest of the great college buildings in America
is the Deering Library on the Evanston Campus, Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois. Northwestern occupies a respected place of influence among the educational institutions
of the Middle West.

Along the Eastern sea-board there is no more famous name
in · education than Johns Hopkins. The picture shows one
of the many beautiful Georgian buildings which inake this
institution an outstanding architectural experience. Made
possible by a gift of seven million dollars from the estate
of Johns Hopkins, the school has grown tremendously and
the new campus in Homewood, to which the school was
removed in 1916, has made possible one of the finest physical
plants of any college in the country.

Sather Gate, main entrance to the campus of the University
of California in Berkeley. Sather Tower, popularly ~known
as the Campanile, is in the background. It toy.rers more than
three hundred feet above the campus; supports twelve bells
and a clock. The clock bell rings out every hour, while the
chimes play . every morning at eight, at noontime, and at
six in the evening.

Co11rte1y Yale Uni11er1ity

Yale University is the third oldest institution of higher education in the United States. The charter for the school was
granted in seventeen hundred and one and the first students
were received in seventeen hundred and two. The Memorial
Library, pictured above is one o( the most beautiful of the
eighty or more buildings which belong to Yale University.

in tone, that he was a sensitive stylist,
and that his chamber music gives
conclusive evidence of unusual and
adroitly managed craftsmanship.
In addition to all this, Dvorak' s
works have one extremely significant
characteristic which cannot fail to
impress those who dig and delve in
his music. It is the unmistakable forthrightness of his melodies. Even his
amazing skill as a harmonist, his deft
management of contrapuntal designs
and figurations, his uncanny command
of the resources of the modern symphony orchestra, and the frequent
lavishness of color in his compositions, cannot cause us to lose sight of
the sincerity and the essentially human qualities inherent in his musical
ideas. Scholars have often pointed out
that he remained a peasant at heart
until the day of his death, and that hi
works are consistently and per i tently
shot through with an idiom whkh
smacks clearly, positively, an ince santly of the soil of his nati e ohemia. This salient characteri tic of
what he bas bequeathed to u ad
immeasurably to its fundam n al
genuineness. D orak was a pain taking writer; yet his melodie do not
impress one as ha ing been laboriou ly wrenched from the pen. They do
not have the squarene , the fl n ,
the angularity, and the im o n e
which inevitably come to the for
whenever the textbook compl ly
and tyrannically u urp th pl c of
the heart. There ha e been com
r:
whose inspiration are mor p ofoun
and hose influenc , in all
lihoo

MUSIC
and
Music M akers
By

WALTER

A.

H ANSEN

The Persistent Headlines About Doings in Czechoslovakia ,Give Occasion
to Discuss a Composer of Whom the
Country Is Proud

hFor a number of months Czecho.• , slovakia has been forcin'g its way
mto the headlines with such persistence that it seems timely to dip
vigorously into the inkpot for the
purpose of discussing the importance
of a gifted composer whom the little
country which was brought into being
at the conclusion of the World War
has every right to refer to as one of its
most distinguished sons.
During the 34 years that have
elapsed since the death of Antonin
Dvorak {1841-1904) , students of
music have had ample time to evaluate his achievements. They know that
he possessed extraordinary ability as
a melodist, that his orchestral canvases reveal the touch of a master painter

r
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will continue to reach out more powerfully into the many nooks and crannies of music; but even though Dvorak cannot be regarded and revered
as one of the major prophets, we can
derive much instruction, much
pleasure, and much edification from
his works.

Reared Beautiful Edifices
h It is a pity that the knowledge of
• · many of those who like to be
looked upon as ardent connoisseurs
of music seems, so far as Dvorak is
concerned, to be bounded on the
North by the Humoresque, on the
South by Songs My Mother Taught
Me, on the West by the Largo from
the New World Symphony, and on
the East by one or two of the Slavonic
Dances. This remark is not to be construed as even a feeble attempt to detract from the significance of the
compositions mentioned ; but it is certain that our acquaintance with the
music of Dvorak ought to go far beyond these boundaries. Many beautiful
tonal edifices were reared by the
gifted Bohemian's industrious hands.
Dvorak, the son of a man who
earned his livelihood by following
the trades of butcher and innkeeper,
did not become widely known as a
composer until he had reached his
thirty-second year. His undeniable
skill, inventiveness, and originality
impressed the great Johannes Brahms,
and the unstinted praise of the mighty
German helped win prominence for
the Bohemian. In 1892, he was en-

gaged to direct the affairs of the National Conservatory of Music in New
York City; and he spent about three
years in the United States. During
this time, he wrote the New World
Symphony, the Quartet in F Major,
the Quintet in E Flat, the 'Cello Concerto, a cantata, called The American
Flag, and a few other works. But he
longed to return to his native land.
For a while, he retired to a small
colony of Bohemians in Spillville,
Iowa; yet, in spite of congenial surroundings, he was utterly unable to
overcome his homesickness. In 1895,
he returned to Prague, where he died
nine years later.
The Symphony From the New
World (Victor Album M-273) must
be numbered among the really significant orchestral works of recent times.
It is brimful of wonderful melodies
-melodies that warm our hearts and
burn their way into our memories.
We find tenderness in the symphony,
sadness, gayety, wild abandon, and,
now and then, a splendor which is
almost barbaric in its furious and elemental sweep. It transports us into a
land teeming with beauty. It is often
dazzling in its tonal opulence. In this
work, the shy and modest Bohemian's
skill in the technic and mechanics of
composition is so strikingly deft and
comprehensive that one is constrained,
willy-nilly, to refer again and again
to the somewhat trite truism about the
art that conceals art. When all is said
and done, we must admit, I believe,
that the sheer simplicity of melodic
utterance so evident on every page of
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the score is the element which, over
and above all other ingredients, has
breathed the breath of pulsating life
into the symphony. It is a simplicity
springing from the heart, based on
exact knowledge, arising from deepfelt convictions, and born of the
promptings of genius.
It is said that Dvorak incorporated
snatches of Negro and Indian melodies in the New World Symphony.
We are told that one of the principal
themes of the first movement is
derived from Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot; and there are those who go
so far afield in their notions as to
declare that the tenderly expressive
Largo is a spiritual. Some believe that
the song intoned by the English horn
as well as the other themes of the
slow movement were meant to picture
in tone the awe-inspiring expanses of
the western plains. The Finale is described as being based largely on a
tune which is Indian in character, and
a good deal is sometimes made of the
curious introduction of that wellknown old round, Three Blind Mice.

Dvorak Himself Speaks
t\ What did Dvorak himself say
11' about the symphony? "I tried
to write only in the spirit of these national American melodies," was his
own explanation. Is it not reasonable,
in view of all this, to be content with
saying that in this work we ha e a
Bohemian's impressions of the ew
World-impressions that are constantly tinged with the composer's
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passionate longing for his own native
heath?
The Symphony No. 4 in G Major
(Victor Album M-304) is not often
heard in our country. It is never
powerful, never steel-edged, never
epical; but it is filled to the brim with
melodic appeal. One looks in vain
in its pages for the compelling sweep
and for the surging might of the
New W odd Symphony; yet it, too,
is orchestrated with consummate skill.
Its spirit is nationalistic to the very
core.
Dvorak' s contributions to the field
of chamber music abound in melodic
richness and in adroitness of workmanship. The Quartet in F Major
(Columbia Album 328)-frequently
referred to as the American Q11artetis a very close relative of the ymphony from the New JV orld, and the
Quintet in A Major for Piano and
Strings (Victor Album
-219) i
a work worthy in e ery ay of our
most careful attention. List n to the
first movement, now dreamy in ch racter, now turbulent; li ten to the
Dumka, its doleful lamenting interrupted here and there by m rrimcnt ·
listen to the F11riant
ith it joyful
abandon; Ii ten to the bri htly
sparkling Finale, and it i
fe o ay
that your admiration of
or '
usual ability ill grow by I a
bounds.
It is unfortunate, in a
the H11ngar1an Da11ce1 ritt n
Brahms are kno n more ~ id I
than D orak' l ·onic D 11ce1,
cause in the handling of fol mu i
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the Bohemian was, in every respect,
the equal of the German. If you become acquainted with the Slavonic
Dances-recorded in Victor Albums
M-310 and M-345-you will, I am
sure, reach the conclusion that these
little gems are masterpieces in the full
sense of the word. They throb with
life. In them we find light-heartedness, dreaminess, grief, and fury. Like
Brahms' Hungarian Dances, they were
written originally as piano duets; but
they became so popular even during
the composer's lifetime that he was
induced to garb them in orchestral
dress. And it may be added here that

he did his friend Brahms a good turn
by orchestrating the Hungarian
Dances.
The Concerto in B Minor for 'Cello
and Orchestra was begun in the
United States and was probably completed before Dvorak' s homesickness
forced him to return to Prague.
Bristling with difficulties for the soloist, replete with moving melodies,
rhythmical zest, colorful harmonies,
masterfully conceived counterpoint,
and gorgeous orchestration, the work
is entirely worthy of standing side by
side with the Symphony From the
New World.

Recent Recordings
Concerto in B Minor,
for 'Cello and Orchestra, Opus 104.

ANTONIN DVORAK.

Pablo Casals and the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra under Georg Szell.Here we have a performance which is
characterized at once by breath-taking
technical skill and by the ability to go
to the heart of the beautiful music. It
is evident that both the soloist and the
orchestra are playing con amore. Victor
Album M-458.
FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN. Symphony No. 13,
in G Major. Arturo Toscanini and the
NBC Symphony Orchestra.-No details,
however small, escape the great Italian
conductor as he guides the fine orchestra
through the score of one of the sunniest
of all symphonies. The reading glows
with rhythmical life. Victor M-454.
GIAOCHINO ROSSINI. Overture to w illiam
Tell. The Boston "Pops" Orchestra under Arthur Fiedler.-For years, there has
been a pronounced tendency on the part

of many to regard this work as boringly
hackneyed. But if we lay our prejudice
aside for a few moments and examine
the overture in the light of dispassionate logic, we shall be forced to conclude that it is a remarkable example
of programmatic writing. Rossini accomplished his purpose with admirable
restraint. He did not attempt to be too
literal in his tonal descriptions. Victor
Album M-456.
WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART. Symphony
No. 38, in D Major ("Prague") (K.
501). Bruno Walter and the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra. Symphony No.
29, in A Major (K. 201). Sir Thomas
Beecham and the London Philharmonic
Orchestra.-Noteworthy performances.
Neither Herr Walter nor Sir Thomas is
foolish enough to underrate the formidable difficulties of Mozart's music. Victor Album M-457 and Columbia Album
333.

Books-some to be read- some to be pondered
-some to be enjoyed-and some to be closed as
soon as they are opened.
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Literature of Hurry
THE BEST SHORT STORIES. By Edward J. O 'Brien. Houghton Mifflin Co.,
Boston and New York. 1938. 340
pages. $2.50.

T

H~ ~aturday Review of Literature had
W dham L. Chenery review this issue
-:>f O'Brien's annual selection of Best Short
Stories. The Review must have had its
tongue in its cheek. Mr. Chenery is editor
of Collier's Weekly. Collier's is one of
the Big Four ( Saturday Evening Post Cos7:10 politan, Liberty) holding the inside rail
10 the short story market in America. But,
not one of the Best Short Stories for 1938
was originally printed by the Big Four. M r.
C?en~ry, in his review, politely gave Mr.
0 Brien the back of his hand.
"Stories are not good," wrote Mr.
Chenery, "because they are unpopular, nor
bad because they interest millions." With
~rhi:h, for the sake of argument, we agree.
It 1s simply a difference of standards by
which they are judged." Of which, we must
admit, we had a faint suspicion. It's only
when he gives us his standards as editor
that we begin to get any place. H e demands three characteristics of a short
story to make it worthy of publication. I t
1:1ust be potentially interes ting to millions of American readers scattered across
the country from Bangor to Bremerton.
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Characters, locale, and situations must be
familiar or at least easily translatable into
their vocabulary. It must have a happy
ending. ( "America is an optimistic race." )
It must contain no propaganda . ( " Our
stories aim to entertain, not instruct." )
While the Big Four manifestly demand
also certain positive characteristics such as
a faci le style, a de.fini te plot structure, and
much action, we gather from M r. Chenery'
article that important, too, are the negative
criteria. The story is judged to a great
extent from the angle of what it ha n't.
Mr. O'Brien's stand ards are, if not exclusively, then predominantly, po itive. He
judges a work, not from the standpoint of
the reader, but from the angle of the
author or, more correctly, the story itself. "What has interested me to the xclusion of other thing ," he explain in hi
introduction, "is the fresh, living current
which flows through the best American
work, and the psychological and ima inative quality which American riters have
conferred upon it."
All of which clears up the ab ence f
the "popular" short story from
fr.
O 'Brien's collection of the "b t" h rt
stories but it still doe n't an wer the
question, "What i a good h rt tory , ..
Is it popularity that be tow the palm
or is it the imprimatur of che
ito
f
Story, Esquire, A tlantic fonthl), Smb-
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ner' s, and the handful of others who contribute the bulk of material to Mr.
O'Brien's annual collection?
Let's look at the differing types. The
"popular" kind with its avoidance of controversial issues, with its catering to the
wish-thinking of the reader, with its usual
plot structure of "Boy meets Girl," "Boy
loses Girl," "Boy gets Girl" is obviously
non-realistic. Life has a few other problems
beside the one of mating, and even in that
field it doesn't always work out so perfectly, so beautifully. That the "popular"
short story is generally non-realistic is
readily admitted by its devotees. If cornered, they defend it thus, "I see enough
of the sordid, ugly side of life every day.
When I sit down to rea<l I want something pleasant." What's demanded, then,
is simply entertainment, a temporary avenue of escape from the hard realities of
life.
Different are the "best" short stories.
The current collection has unrelieved horror-physical and emotional, unhappy endings, sociological and psychic vivisection,
acidic parables. There is also humor, crackling dialogue, and an occasional plot, but
in general these stories succeed almost
pointedly in violating every canon of the
"popular" short story code. They stand
ankle-deep in the soil of real life.
HAT'S the answer? Is Mr. O'Brien
presumptuous in his use of the
superlative "best"? Is the voice of the
people the voice of the literary god? Or
is it simply a case of "de gustibus"?
We think not. We maintain that taste can
be argued about and that there is a standard, or norm, by which to judge good or
bad literary taste. Since many of the
authors writing the "best" are also writing
the "popular," there is much good writing in the latter too. The difference lies
rather in the inherent purpose of the short
story. All that the reader of the "popular"
brand wants is an escape mechanism, a
brief building of foundationless air castles.

W

And that's all he gets. The reader of the
"best" is looking for something more;
something entertaining, intellectually as
well as emotionally; something instructive
and edifying in the root meaning of that
word. He enjoys watching an author bring
into focus the continuing realities of life.
He is thrilled by the capable author's picturing of those realities in the experiences,
the articulateness, the human reaction, of
his characters. He feels that he will better
understand his own life and the lives of
others when someone has summed up in
human terms, and he has honestly faced,
the common realities. He may not find
immediate solutions to his problems in
such reading-in the current issue of Best
Short Stories there are no solutions-but
he prefers a formulated problem to a
nameless, formless questioning.
It's the difference between candy and
beef stew. The two are not mutually exclusive. If you pref er reading Collier's
to a game of bridge as a means of killing
or passing time, there's no law against it.
But the diet should be sensibly balanced.
Too much candy causes heartburn. For
more nourishing reading-the kind that
maketh a full man-undoubtedly collections such as this by Edward J. O'Brien
deserve the title "best." These stories
may shock and stun and make you squirm,
but-we say it reverently-so does the
Bible.
Mr. O'Brien's selection of the best
among the better remains, of course, a
debatable question. He is a free-lance
critic and collector, but he has been in the
business long enough for time to rubberstamp his ability. A glance through his
earlier volumes reveals a rather satisfactory
batting average. Their very existence on
your local library's bookshelves and the
thumb-marked pages, starting with the
1915 issue, is evidence that his selections
are undated and still readable. Does anyone ever re-read last year's Liberty? Such
a glance back also reveals that there are
really no "trends" in true literature. Its
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heart remains the same: the clash of personality and life. Th e Iliad, the Book of
Job, Macbeth, and The Scarlet Letter may
deal with diverse peoples, ages, and conflicts, but fundamentally they display the
artist's insight, clarity of thought, and
articulateness in dealing with the eternal
problem of man, loving and hating, happy
and in despair, living with tragedy, comedy, life, and death. The time element
enters in only as these continuing problems are re-presented in the peculiar conflicts of the age. Many of Mr. O 'Brien's
selections in the past meet that requirement. Whether the present issue will do
the same, whether it will still clarify the
thinking of the next century, only the
dwindling calendar can decide. We venture the belief that its outstanding story,
" Christ in Concrete" by Pietro Di Donato,
will stand for a long time as a muted
outcry against the prevalent industrial
greed that puts money on a higher level
than human life; that " Huey, the Engineer," by Jesse Stuart, will embalm a character rapidly disappearing as transportation grows up; that Don Ludow's, "She
Always Wanted Shoes," will record the
personalized suffering of our recent Dust
Bowl exodus better than a ream of social
workers' case histories. These stories have
brought the conflicts and changes of the
present decade down to intelligible human
equations. They justly bid for a lasting
place in any library.
WALTER E. KRAEMER

Knight and Knave
ULRICH VON HUTTEN AND THE
GERMAN REFORMATION. By Hajo
Holborn. (Tr. by R.H. Bainton.) Y ale
University Press, New Haven. 1937.
202 pages. $3 .00.
7T NTEREST in Ulrich von Hutten dates
1L from the days of Herder in the 18th
Century, but it was not before the middle
of the 19th Century, when Leopold von
Ranke revived an interest in the colorful
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life of this German knight, that we have
more than a sketch of his life. Eduard
Bocking, a pupil of von Ranke, prepared
the way for real research in this direction with his magnificent edition, 0 pera
Ulrichi Hutteni Equitis Germani, a source
collection that is a veritable quarry for
information concerning Hutten, German
Humanism, and the conditions of the
times. In its essentials, this work still forms
the basis for Hutten research. Using these
materials, David Strauss ( the German rationalist who used his methods so maliciously in his Life of Christ) published
a biography of Hutten in 1858. Although
Strauss did not sufficiently understand the
political, social, and religious conditions
of the 16th Century to write critically of
the period, still the undisputed literary
merits, strong anti-clerical feeling, and nationalistic bias of his biography proved
most acceptable to his readers. Strauss
presents Hutten as an earnest Reformer,
an accomplished humanist, and a zealous
German patriot.
This conception continued until Paul
K alkoff, a distinguished literary historian,
published his Ulrich von Hutten in 1920.
With "profound learning" and "almost
unbelievable passion" this authority utterly demolished the idealistic picture of
Hutten painted by Strauss, exploding a
bombshell in the camp of the Hutten admirers. Kalkoff's Hutten became a "rebel,
traitor, blackmailer, debauchee, and a
stealer of manuscripts." From the literary
strife which ensued between the opposing
schools, nothing better has emerged than
Holborn's book, the German edition of
which appeared in 1929. Thi volume ha
been most favorably received at home and
abroad and loses nothing of its ori inal
power in the hands of its capable translator Professor Bainton.
Holborn's Ulrich von Hullett i more
than a biography. The events of Hutten'
life and his literary efforts are o well
integrated with the political e ent of the
period that the reader sees the Germany
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of his age through Hutten's eyes. His
boyhood in the Franconian hills, his youthful years as a wandering scholar, the environmental conditions in the court of the
Emperor, his visit to Italy which prepared him for an appreciation of the critical days at Worms: all these are so ably
presented that the reader can understand
and appreciate his bitter disappointment in
the Emperor, the German Princes, and in
his fellow humanists. It was the journey to
Italy which particularly aroused in Hutten
his passion to free Germany from what he
considered her bondage to Rome. The
Italian sneers at the German barbarians
from the North and the condescending
references of Pope Julius II to his Emperor
cut the proud spirit of the knight to the
quick. In the light of this fierce resentment,
we read more understandingly of the killing of the boasting Frenchman in an
Italian cafe and of Hutten's participation
in the brawls of the Nations at Bologna.

,N

IS now understood, German humanism was a complex movement with a
number of shades or colors. Three of these
are stressed in the prese~t volume. The
phase that most affected Ulrich von Hutten
was the "Romantic humanism" which flourished in the court of Maximilian and had
a passionate "Heimweh" to return to the
primitive Teutonic culture as romanticized in Tacitus' Germania. Classical
humanism, so common in Italy, and a
strong trend in Erasmus, left Hutten almost untouched while "Biblical humanism," with its zeal to return to the Gospel
and to restore primitive Christianity by
means of a return to the classical languages, lay almost outside the pale of
Hutten's interests. As a Romantic humanist he wanted action and immediate results, and if the pen failed he would
resort to the sword. Since Luther also
sought to free Germany from the domination of Rome, Hutten felt they were
allies and remained loyal to the end.
Although the external aspects of their

goals were similar, they were motivated
by widely different reasons. Luther wanted
to return to a gospel purity and relied
solely on the Gospel to achieve his purpose. Hutten's passion to rid Germany
of foreign domination was almost purely
political, and he could not outgrow the
class interests of a German knight. Luther
was primarily a theologian; Hutten largely
a " national awakener."
An interesting phase of the book is
the account of the struggle between John
Reuchlin and the Scholastics. So long
as humanism was limited in scope to
poetry and other literary aspects of the
classical languages, the conservative theologians were little concerned. But when
John Reuchlin began the use of the classical languages as a key to Biblical literature and thus began to invade the realm of
dogma, the matter assumed a grimmer
aspect. This new "Biblical humanism"
was to be eradicated. In the subsequent
struggle, in which Hutten sided with the
Reuchlin faction, the relationship between
the aims of these Biblical humanists and
Hutten's goal of political freedom is
strikingly presented by the author. It is
gratifying to see Luther classified as a
Biblical humanist, although the same
trend in the University of Wittenberg
and its part in the reforms might ha e
been stressed a little more.
The chapters entitled " Preparation for
Reform," "Hutten and Luther," and
"Worms, 1521" are the most intere ting
in the biography. Holborn seems to have
a very good grasp of Martin Luther's
struggle with Rome and of the " kaleidoscopic" diplomacy of the crucial days at
Worms. The clever and diabolical intrigues of Aleander, Amsdorf, and Glapion are thoroughly understood. Contrary to Kalkoff, Hutten was not bought
off but out-witted and double-cro ed.
That he was bitterly wounded by the
insinuations of his humanistic friends ho
said, "Hutten just barks," i shown in
his, "Ich hab's gewagt mit ioneo," a
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poem which won for him a literary immortality more lasting than that of his
deeds.
Holborn's Ulrich von Hutten is well
worth reading. The author manifests his
impartiality in his treatment of such aspects as Hutten's fatal malady. He points
out that syphilis was relatively unrecognized at that period and so was frequently
spread through inns and other public
places. He presents Hutten neither as an
immoral rake nor as a pure innocent.
Holborn speaks only when his sources
warrant a conclusion, and when there is
not sufficient evidence at hand, the reader
is permitted to draw his own inferences.
The book is an excellent contribution to
the English-speaking world and deserves
a reception in America like that which it
received abroad.

E. G.

SCHWIEBERT

California Pirates
THE BIG FOUR. By Oscar Lewis. Alfred A. Knopf, New York. 1938. Illustrated. 418 and xviii pages. 4.50.
HIS book is far more entertaining
and far more instructive than much of
the fiction which has been showered down
upon us in recent months. Without mincing words, Oscar Lewis gives us a graphic
account of the careers of Charles Crocker,
Mark Hopkins, Leland Stanford, and Collis P. Huntington, the four California
shopkeepers who gained control of the
Central Pacific Railroad in 1861 and, as
a result, succeeded in becoming what some
commentators on the world and its varied
types of inhabitants are wont to refer
to as "swinishly wealthy." The grippingly interesting chapter in which the author
sets forth his skillfully limned characterizations are preceded by a sketch
of the enthusiastic and enterprising Theodore Dehone Judah-often called "Crazy
Judah"-the engineer who concei ed the
plan of building a railroad aero
the
continent, preached his con ictions in

T
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season and out of season, outlined the
construction with remarkable understanding, and was gathered to his fathers before his brilliant dream was transformed
into reality. By way of good measure, a
portion -of the book is devoted to the
doings of David D. Colton, who, as the
writer puts it, "was allowed to come in."
Then there are chapters dealing with the
iron horse in the early stages of its trips
across the continent and with the almost airtight monopoly created by the
clever and often unscrupulous maneuverings of the Big Four.
The descriptions and the characterizations written by Mr. Lewis are frank;
but he has not dipped his pen in venom.
It would be a serious mistake to declare
that the book has any of the earmarks
of muck-raking. One gains the conviction
that the author has labored patiently and
in the sweat of his brow to get at the
roots of the fascinating subject-matter with
which he deals. The style is uniformly
good without ever achieving brilliance or
outstanding distinctiveness.
Crocker, who declared with unconcealed and disarming bluntness, "I built
the Central Pacific," and let it go at
that, knew next to nothing about the
numerous engineering problems connected
with the construction of a railroad. Yet
he had invested some of his money at the
very beginning, and, in consequence, his
dividends eventually assumed enormous
proportions. He knew how to drive laborers, and, but a short time after the actual building had got under way, he discovered that it was highly profitable to employ Chinese coolies in preference to
white men. The pitifully small wages
which he delighted to dole out in per on
to the hard-pressed crews were but tiny
drops compared with the millions which
later on kept flowing into his o o greedily
bulging pocket .
ncle Mark Hopkins was "closemouthed and cautious." He "seldom
stated his opinions, but," c ntioues Mr.
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Lewis, "there is evidence that he regarded himself as the balance-wheel that
enabled the machine to function." Even
after a fabulous fortune had descended
upon him, he derived no end of pleasure
from growing vegetables in the yard behind the modest cottage in which he lived.
His wife finally induced him to spend
some of his money on a gaudily elaborate
residence; but he did not live to see the
completion of the curiously pretentious
palace.
Huntington, shrewd, patient, vindictive,
and hard as steel, once said that "Stanford's share in the building of the railroad consisted in turning the first shovelful of earth and driving the last spike."
But Stanford himself, slow of speech and
evidently just as slow of wit, never ceased
to boast that his own political influence
and his popularity had played a most important role in the success of the huge
venture. He spent his millions with a
lavish hand. In fact, he squandered money
right and left with such recklessness that
his affairs were in a bad way at the time
of his death. Fast horses and the cultivation of thousands of acres in California
for the purpose of making and selling
choice wines on a large scale were only
two of his expensive hobbies. When his
only son was taken by death at an early
age, he founded Leland Stanford Junior
University as a memorial.
The man who sneeringly called the new
school "Stanford's circus" and boasted
that he could not be followed through
life by the quarters he had dropped was
Huntington. He was once described as
"a hard and cheery old man, with no
more soul than a shark." For him the
trick was not in making money, but in
holding on to it. H is was, by far, the
most impre sive personality of the Big
Four. Eventually, some of his carefully
garnered and lovingly nursed millions
were made to accomplish a large amount
of good for many of the rest of u mortals.
In many respect , The Big Four is a

valuable historical document. It is a tale
of vision, courage, spoliation, greed, rapaciousness, and, naturally, of a goodly share
of rebellion. The author is guilty of two
slips which require sharp censure. On
page 169, he perpetrates the barbarism,
"different than," and he consistently spells
the name of the man who was the first
Comptroller of the Currency and later became Secretary of the Treasury under Lincoln, Johnson, and Arthur, McCullo-u-g-h
instead of McCullo-c-h. The writer of
this review could not help noting the misspelling and the consequent transformation
of a man of Scotch stock into one of
Irish descent, since, for some time, he
has had access to the voluminous and
hitherto unpublished correspondence of
the modest, capable, and honest Hugh
McCulloch, who will undoubtedly go
down in history as one of our country's
most distinguished servants. Those who
are familiar with what this quietly efficient
gentleman did for the United States in a
highly critical period will not hesitate to
say that we owe him more than we owe
the unceasingly grasping Big Four. And
what, pray, would the Big Four have been
if they had paid no attention at all to the
dreams and the logic of " Crazy Judah"?
Some will retort, of course, that Judah's
plans could not have been carried out
without the sinews of war which were
furnished, controlled, and greatly enlarged
by the famed quartet. At any rate, we
have the whole engrossing story in Mr.
Lewis' book.

Puzzling Pageant
MY AMERICA. By Loui Adamic. Harper
& Brothers,
ew York. 1938. 669
pages. 3.75.
HE author of this book has an unusual past. He was born in the Au ·
trian province of Carniola, now a part of
Yugo lavia. In 1913
hen he as not
quite fifteen years old he came to America; and fifteen years after that, in 1928,
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he was developing into an American
a different angle. That would be especially
writer. My America is his seventh book,
the case if he were a deeply interested,
others being Dynamite, The Native's Reshrewd, and thoughtful observer. And
turn, and The House in Antigua ( CRESAdamic is just that. Besides, he sees more
SET, February, 1938).
of America and is in closer touch with
The meaning of the title is explained
what is going on than the great majority
by the opening sentences of the book:
of even his intelligent fellow-Americans.
"Each of us living in the United States
has his own America. That America is the
THE book gives ample evidence for the
last statement. There are pen portraits
aggregate, the sum-total of people, places,
of men and women from all walks of life:
things, traditions, ideas, ideals, trends, inpoliticians, industrialists, labor leaders,
stitutions, conditions, and diverse other
literary men, educators, radicals, workforces and factors in the country which,
men, and bums. Their opinions and attiin one way or another, for this reason or
tudes reveal themselves in conversation
that, have touched or influenced one's life
and through letters. There are word picand contributed to one's education-or
tures of the depression, of the workings
confusion-as an American and as a
of the ew Deal, of the rise of the CIO,
person. This book is an attempt to draw a
of the sitdown strikes, of the waterfront
partial picture of my America between
troubles in San Francisco under Harry
1928 and 1938."
Bridges, of the Trotsky trial in Mexico,
The book, then, is in a way autobioof conditions in Yugoslavia, etc. And
graphical, and one might feel tempted to
Adamic, in such matters, does not offer
say, What makes Adamic think that we
second-hand information. When something
want to take off time to hear what has
of importance happens, he usually manhappened to him in the last ten years?
ages to be on the ground and makes
That rejoinder would be a good one in
himself acquainted with the people who
most cases of a similar kind, but not in
ew
this case, for Adamic does not try to · are in the thick of it-prominent
Dealers, John L. Lewis, Harry Bridges.
focus attention on himself but rather wants
Does Adamic believe that he now
to gain us as partners in an enterprise
understands America? Far from it. But he
in which he has been engaged for twentydoes believe that he clearly sees a basic
.five years and which appears to him as of
incongruity in American life fr m which
vast importance. Coming over here as an
stem many of the most serious problems
immigrant boy, he began trying to underof the present: the autocratic control of
stand America, and he has been at it
industry in our political democracy.
ever since and will probably keep at it
Around this theme centers the book.
the rest of his days. The spirit of America,
Adamic is deeply intere ted in labor probits resources, its problems, its contradiclems, not only for their own sake, but
tions its strengths and weakne ses, its
chiefly for what they mean to America as
possibilities, its future: these things occupy him and, he thinks, should be of
a whole. Communistic?
ot at all. In
fact, he has weighed communism and
great interest to u .
has found it wanting. He writes, "The
But couldn't native-born Americans tell
us more about these things than an imempty fury of thi movement caused me
mi rant? ot many of them seem to be
to stand further aside from it than I might
making any efforts in that direction. Perhave stood otherwise." He quotes a friend
who la he "the intellectuals of the
mhaps, also, one ho has come from the
outside can see matters in a more demuni t Party ho learned about America
tached and unprejudiced way and from
at large by growing up in
ew York
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and Brooklyn" and who "go on commit- · in the book. The following refers to a
rather prominent person: "She was a
ting their silly boners and regarding them
nai:ve rich woman with red hair and an
as the sacred spittle of Lenin." Is he,
overabundance of nervous energy who
then, fascistic? By no manner of means.
got more thrill out of labor agitation and
New Deal? He believes that the New
strike picketing than out of bridge and
Deal has done some good, but that its
" 'philosophy' is no philosophy, but a
society and had, besides strong political
batch of hunches, good intentions, and exambitions for her husband and herself,
a few vague notions that something was
pedients." By the dog, what is he then?
He can be best classified, perhaps, as a
wrong with our social system." Or, of a
literary friend of his: "His personality
passionate believer in democracy who
hopes to see truly democratic principles
rode like a circus performer on two
extended into industry and all other fields
steeds: egoism and idealism. His goal was
where they do not as yet rule.
a better world in which he would be a
And how? He offers no quick cure-all.
sort of Lenin-Casanova-Pericles." Yet one
It will, at best, be a slow and gradual
feels that there is no meanness even in
process. We will have to begin by educatsuch passages. Adamic saw them just that
ing ourselves and others to see the situaway, and so he says so.
tion understandingly, humanly, and then
The book is well worth the time of any
progress as we can. We must strive for
thoughtful American. It would be strange
social consciousness rather than class conif he did not lay it down with a better
sciousness. Unfortunately religion is passed
understanding of his country, its problems
over in silence in the book. The nearest
and needs, and some of the events of
recent occurrence. Financially it is a barit comes to playing a role is when a
friend of the author's paints a church
gain. It contains about 400,000 words, and
one rarely gets that much nowadays at the
near Pittsburgh and sees a ghost. One
learns to respect Adamic, however. He
price. My America should, however, not
be read continuously, as a poor reviewer
strikes one as honest and sincere, as
anxious to keep an open mind and willmust do it, but in a leisurely fashion and
ing rather to reserve judgment than to
at intervals.
judge hastily. He is singularly free of
dogmatism, bitterness, or blind partisanLuther Speaks French
ship, and is ready to admit good points
LE PETIT CATP.CHISME DE MARTIN
in opponents and weaknesses in his
LUTHER. Appendice: La Confession
friends. The book is not so much an arD 'Augsbourg. Publie par Jes soins de
gument as a colorful and many-sided presl'Eglise Lutherienne Libre Paroisse a
entation of America as the author sees it.
Paris : 105, rue de l'Abbe-Groult 15.
In the enormous mass of material pre25 pages, 4½ x 61/4. Imprimeries Resented we discovered only one inaccuracy.
unies, Valence-Sur-Rhone. Prix, 10
He speaks of walking "near one of the
francs.
many canals that cross the great city [ of
Chicago]. " It was evidently the
orth
C\ OMEHOW, I cannot divest myself of
Branch of the Chicago River. But that is
0 the notion that no one can think reall to the good. The orth Branch, if it
ligiously in French. The language has
has any sense, will appreciate being called
about it something so secular, so sophisa canal. It has been called things far less
ticated I cannot conceive of a person limcomplimentary.
ited to the vocabulary of the Gallic tongue
One wonders how some of the people
to be, emotionally and in his con ictions, a
may feel who are frankly characterized
religious person, a Christian. Imagine re-
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£erring to the Lord as Le Seigneur I To
Him is glory without end-la gloire aux
siecles des siecles I The Eternal Word is
La Parole. "The Lord's Prayer"-the very
phrase has in it something devotional,
august, which I do not find in the French,
L' Oraison dominicale. God has made His
light to shine in our hearts, 2 Cor. 4: 6,
and in French this is the rendition of the
Greek,-a fait briller sa lumiere dans nos
cceurs. It is all so artificial, self-conscious,
if not downright stagy and theatrical. The
exclamation of Thomas: Mon Seigneur et
mon Dieu I reads like the line of a dramatist, and the venerable Old Covenant is
hardly recognizable as l'Ancienne Alliance.
How, if ever, will the faithful bless the
Lord in the congregations when the French
psalm invites him to bless l' Eternel dans
les assemblees?
Of course, in all this I am simply exposing my inability to think in the idiom
of the Latin race. To the French Christian,
the language of the Bible certainly speaks
with the same accents of holiness and of
inspiration as the German and English
speak to me. And now, in the title announced above, I have learned that Luther
can be made to speak French. He addresses
the pastors with an admonition to teach the
children faithfully the principles of Christianity, having been confronted with so
much ignorance among the laity when, in
1529, he made his Visitation (une tournee
d' ins pection--of all things !) . At times
Luther seems to speak rather profanely as
when he exclaims: Malheur a vous pour
l' eternite I upon the unfaithful ministers.
But it all comes out right, and every word
and phrase of the Small Catechism with
its Explanations has its exact French equivalent. Read aloud, I assure you it has a
mellifluous quality. Appended is La Confession D 'Augsbourg inalteree.
e have then before us a new translation into French of this venerable document, the expre sion of the Protestant faith
submitted at Augsburg in 1530, and of
Luther's Catechi m, first published in
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1529. I wonder whether, during the year
19 37, there has been republished in the
French language another educational or religious document four hundred years old.
I wonder whether there are any documents
written in the French language as old as
these now being read by people whose
mother-idiom is the French tongue. There
must be some inherent survival value in
Luther's Catechism and the Augsburg Confession.

Back to Fundamentals
RECONCILIATION AND JUSTIFICATION. By Theo. Dierks. Concordia
Publishing House, St. Louis, Missouri.
1938. 166 pages. 90 cents.
HE materials contained in this volume were presented by the author to
the faculty of the Augustana Seminary at
Rock Island, Illinois, as a thesis for the
doctorate. The author undertakes to prove
"that the Apostolic doctrine of reconciliation and justification in its broadest outline, that is, that God was reconciled to
man through the death of Christ and that
we receive forgiveness of sins through
faith in Christ, was expressly and definitely taught and confessed in the subapostolic writings."
The book is divided into three sections.
The .first states the problem. The second
presents the truth of reconciliation and
justification as taught by Christ and the
Apostles. The third, divided into ten chapters, brings evidence showing that Clement of Rome; Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch; Polycarp, Bishop of myma; the
Epistle of Barnabas; the Didache; the
hepherd of Hermas; Justin, the Philosopher and Martyr; Irenaeu , Bishop of
Lyons ; and the Epistle to Diognetus-all
testify to the fact that the doctrine of
reconciliation and justification wa taught
by the Christian teachers of the subapo tolic age but that 'nearly all of them
did not hold fast to the criptural doctrine
of the objective reconciliation and justifi-
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cation, and because they did not have a
proper conception of the Gospel, therefore they did not in its application rightly
distinguish between Law and Gospel. This
led to a corruption of the Scriptural doctrine of the subjective justification." The
author has carefully documented his statements with an abundance of evidence and
has appended a four-page bibliography
offering the names of the principal works
bearing on his subject. Despite the fact that
this is a doctoral thesis, its language is in the
main simple and engaging. The argumentative element noticeably obtrudes itself.
THE subject upon which the author
wrote and the views which he presents
are of primary importance for our day because the religion of the twentieth century
has been characterized both by a careless
disregard of truth and by an easy dismissal
of sin. Thoughtful laymen, even though
they may not be associated with any
church, have lost their regard for the
church because it has in such wide areas
dealt with the truth with an appalling
indifference. Even an unchurched person
cannot but realize that the things for
which a church stands must be truths of
eternal significance which are to be cherished and treasured with a whole heart,
or else the church is little more than a
parasite feeding on the labors of others
but not meriting a place in their lives.
Churchmen, observing the decline in
church-interest, have struggled with the
problem of trying to give the church a
more impressive place in society. They
have diagnosed its ills as lying chiefly in
the division of the church into denominational groups and have believed that the
church's major difficulties would be obviated were it but possible to bring
about a union of the church. They have,
with characteristic human impatience,
sought to achieve this by uniting the
churches without effecting a unity of
spirit and purpose on the basis of a common acceptance of truth. Their very ap-

proach has necessitated a disregard for
any truths concerning which unanimity of
faith might be wanting. The result has
been that many churches have dealt with
the important truths in an ever decreasing
measure and have rather contented themselves with the presentation of an anaemic
moral philosophy and of innocuous sociological platitudes. That this has still further
disgusted the discerning and thus, operating in a vicious circle, has made for a still
further decline of the church, is amply
evidenced by the empty pews and the hosts
of people who are only nominal church
members.
The author of this volume rightly
contends that it is the church's all-important task to restudy the truth in each
generation on the basis of Holy Writ, lest
it, by processes of degeneration, gradually
become corrupted and eventually be completely lost. It would seem to be, in the
opinion of this reviewer, a hopeful sign
in our day and hour that not only in this
instance, but in many others, the emphasis
is again being placed upon the importance
of having and holding the truth. Even the
studies prepared for the great conferences
at Oxford and Edinburgh give evidence
of the fact that churchmen are becoming
ever more aware of the fact that the
church can be successful only by recognizing the importance of truth.
The hope of impressing the world
more favorably by uniting the churches
through a disregard for truth rested upon
the misconception that the division of the
church into denominational groups is in
itself a great offense to the world. The offense, we are persuaded, does not lie there.
Men are offended, not because for example, the Presbyterians and Lutherans differ
from one another in certain matters of doctrine and because their doctrinal distinctions separate these bodies in turn from
other Christian groups, but the world is offended because Christian groups are only
too often so utterly loveless in their attitude toward one another. Even an in-
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telligent man of the world can understand
that Christians might disagree in certain
points of doctrine, but no one, either
Christian or non-Christian, can see how
those who kneel at the foot of the same
cross and who can find their hope for peace,
forgiveness, and salvation in the same
Christ, can be ugly, bitter, and loveless in
their attitude toward one another. The
answer to the church's problem lies not
in the abandonment of the truth but in
the development of love while contending
for and preserving the truth.
Twentieth century religion is further
characterized by an easy dismissal of sin.
Modern man has been so consistently inoculated with the virus of an evolutionary
and materialistic philosophy that he has
for all practical purposes come to think
of himself in terms of a mere physical
animal rather than of a being endowed with
an immortal spirit and responsible before
an Almighty Creator. Much of human life,
even in the western hemisphere, where
culture and civilization have had their
finest opportunity, is being lived on the
material plane of eating, drinking, marrying, and being given in marriage. There
has been more of the social than of the individual conscience. Men have come heedlessly and thoughtlessly to follow the mass
in their thinking and in their conduct,
without assuming personal responsibility
for their acts, while they have paradoxically, on the other hand, grown more and
more selfish and self-centered in their
pursuits· and outlook upon life. Men so
conditioned give little thought to the significance of their own acts, to their responsibilities over against God and man,
and to the fearful consequences which
result for time and for eternity to their
bodies, minds, and souls from bein out of
harmony with the moral laws of the unierse. That is why the message of a
aviour's love, so often called " the sweetest story ever told," in so many instances
falls upon hearts and ears which cannot
appreciate and do not receive it. The
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author of the volume under review is
right, therefore, when he sets forth the fact
that terrors of conscience must first be
aroused before men can understand and
appreciate the significance of Calvary and
the story of a Crucified Christ.
But here, too, we believe, a new day
is beginning to dawn. Religious literature
of most recent times seems to indicate
that churchmen both here and abroad are
again becoming conscious of the meaning
of sin and that its terrible reality is again
more truthfully and more vividly being
brought to the attention of men who
have grown unconscious of their souls
and of their accountability to a just and
holy God.
If men will but have done with the
superficial philosophies of a materialistic
age and show themselves willing to face
the facts in a manner that becomes
creatures so noble as men, then there will
again be great numbers of men and women
in our day who will turn with aversion from the emptiness and hollowness
of modern worldliness and materialism to
the great fundamental truths of life. Convicted of sin and guilt by the moral
demands of their Creator, they, like Paul,
like the jailor of Philippi, like the thief
on the cross, like Augustine, like Luther,
like humble Christian men and women
everywhere, will embrace Jesus with grateful and believing hearts and recognize the
great Biblical truths of reconciliation and
justification as the mightiest, the sweetest,
and the most significant of all truths of
all times.

Egyptian Lore
WI GED PHARAOH. By Joan Grant.
Harper and Brothers, ew York. 1938.
382 pages. 2.50.
HI novel, by a comparatively unknown author, now in its third edition, is being heralded as a "Harper Find,"
perhaps because it has been acclaimed by
a number of English critics, who are
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fulsome in their praise and enthusiastic in
their use of superlative adjectives. We
confess that the story left us fairly cool,
although we could not help admiring Miss
Grant's exquisite style and her unusually
active imagination, that vividly recreates a
chapter of far-off ancient Egyptian history.
The author takes us back to the time
of the First Dynasty, before the invasion
of other civilizations that later changed
the course of the history of the rich Nile
valley. She lets her leading charactet,
Sekeeta, tell the story in the first person.
Sekeeta and her brother, Neya, ruled the
Upper and Lower Kingdoms after their
father's death. Her life on earth, as related
in the story, is, on the theory of the
transmigration of souls, but one of a
series of earthly existences. "When the
time came for me to return to Earth, a
Messenger of the Great Overlords told
me that I should be re-born in Kam"
(Egypt), thus the story starts. Sekeeta's
childhood in Memphis is described with
enlivening details, so as to make that section one of the best in the book. The
training of the royal children was very

rigid, but she did manage to have fun.
After her father's death, she carried out
his wish to be trained in the Temple of
Atet for co-rulership with her brother
Neya. In this portion of the story the
author presents to us the philosophy and
belief of the ancient Egyptians as we follow the heroine in her experiences and
various tests.
Then follow the years of rule as a
Pharaoh with her brother Neya, into the
first part of which is woven her brief
romance with a young architect. A little
later there is an interlude of a royal visit
to Crete, the center of the Minoan civilization, described by contrast as much more
sensual than that of Kam. Finally, comes
the period of Sekeeta's more mature years,
and her wise and benevolent reign is described, until she unbars death's final
gate to walk in the "Fields of the Long
Standing Corn."
For those who are especially concerned
about the thoughts and customs and superstitious beliefs of the ancients, this book
will be most interesting, for we take it
that the mass of Egyptian lore embodied
in the book is authentic.

Birthday Prayer
I give a simple thanks, oh Lord,
For the gifts of laughter and tears
And the plow-edge hammered from a sword
And a friend for my heart through the years.
I give thanks for wine and bread,
For every unaccounted loveliness of earth
And patterns of clouds and stars overhead.
I give thanks, dear God, for my birth
Into a world that Your omnipotence has wrought
And for the immortal soul His blood has bought.
HELEN MYRTIS L

GE

enterprises constitute the largest capitalist undertaking in the nation
( mines, forests, public utilities, etc.) .
The budget for these business undertakings, however, is kept separate
from the ordinary state budget, so
that their credit is not affected by
political happenings. In the event
of a depression, the government expands its profit-making business
undertakings as needed to inaugurate
a countercycle. Since this will not be
enough to bring about the desired results, the government is also authorized in advance to borrow money for
priming for the ordinary fund. But
any deficits incurred in this way must
be paid out of future ordinary revenues, being charged against following
years at a minimum rate of 20% a
year until the debt is paid. The debt
of the recent depression was paid back
in four years. Sweden is aided in its
policy of stabilization by the fact that
it is much more highly socialized than
we, both economically and psychologically. But couldn't we learn from
her to our great advantage ?

The
SEPTEMBER
M agazllle.§
o

Each month THE CRESSET presents a check list of important
articles in leading magazines
which will be of interest to
our readers.

Fortune
That Wonderful Swedish
Budget
By the editors of Fortune and

PROF.

GUNNAR MYRDAL

Little Sweden, with its 6,250,000
inhabitants, is enjoying the greatest
boom in her history, the greatest boom
in any peaceful country today. Her
industrial production is almost 100
per cent capacity and is 50 per cent
above the 1929 peak. The national
income can buy 25 per cent more than
ever before. All this is due partly to
good fortune and partly to intelligent
planning along democratic lines. The
Swedish government bas been in business for decades, and state-owned

Canada, the Siren
Some American businessmen dream
about Canada as the last great unexploited country where business is allowed to manage its own affairs while
government minds its budget. This
Canada, Fortune declares, is but a
legend. It is true that Canada is still
in the developmental stage and needs
and invites capital. It is al o true that
the central government leaves business
57
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alone in most respects. But certain
other facts weigh heavily against
these advantages. The per capita debt
is $638 in Canada as against $430 in
the United States. An 8 per cent sales
tax is levied at wholesale on manufactured goods ; there is a flat 15 per
cent tax on corporate net income; and
personal income taxes, at least up to
the $100,000 bracket, run higher
than in the United States. These things
are due to the fact that Canada is
very expensive to run, not because of
extravagance, but because of the
smallness of her population in proportion to the area involved and because
of the unstable character of her trade.
Relatively few items are exported, and
the industries supplying these exist
primarily for that purpose. Any variation in world demand, therefore, seriously affects her. Nor, since so much
of the territory is inhospitable, can
hopes of any radical change in the
future be reasonably entertained.
Canada, for all that can be said for
her, is inescapably bound to her difficulties and sustains, because of them,
one of the most precarious economies
in the world.

ica airminded. "It's fear not fare
that keeps the public on the ground."
Taking passenger fatalities per passenger-mile traveled, it is some 120
times as safe to take a train as to
take a regularly scheduled commercial piane. Pullman travel is still
safer, in spite of that tragic wreck
of the Olympian last June. "Even so
the odds are a little better than
21,000 to 1 that the passenger is safe
on any given trip by air every day
for about sixty years for the odds to
catch up with him fatally." The airlines are working hard to get the business man off the ground, but not to
the neglect of the woman traveler.
Already one out of four air passengers are women. Propaganda for business includes courtesy flights, airconditioning of planes, chicken dinners on the house, ballyhooing, flying clothes, luggage, half-fare for
children, home-like hospitality in the
sky, etc., etc. Air stewardesses have
helped in many ways to make airtravel attractive, although the eastern
airlines use men stewards. Then there
are special air-travel missionaries who
make speeches on the subject before luncheon clubs, women's clubs,
etc. In spite of such propaganda the
Hollywood air-pictures, even Test
Mr. Milquetoast in the Sky
Pilot with its carefully worded introBy J. C. FURNAS
duction, and the daily press, for whom
The author of this study wrote the every air crash is front page news,
most widely reprinted article of the help to keep the general public jitdecade, the Readers Digesf s "-And tery about the air. "After an air crash
Sudden Death." Here he discusses cancellations flood in like Christmas
the airlines' campaign to make Amer- cards on December 24."

Scribner's
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Elbert Hubbard
By F. L.

ALLEN

Mr. Allen presents a vivid picture
of this bundle of paradoxes who became an eloquent champion of big
business, who founded what he considered a socialist community and
turned it into a successful moneymaking enterprise. Elbert Hubbard
started out as a soap salesman at sixteen in Bloomington, Illinois. Then
peddled soap for his brother-in-law,
J. D. Larkin of Buffalo. He was the
first to try packaging soap and to use
the premium method. At thirty-six he
was half-owner of the business. Then
he sold out for $65,000 and-dreaming of becoming a man of lettersenrolled at Harvard as a special student. Disappointed in not finding
what he wanted there, he drifted a
while and at last undertook the publication of his Philistine which took
with a part of the American public.
He founded the Raycroft Press at
East Aurora in order to publish books
and gradually added fancy book-binding, furniture-making, and other
crafts. His rebellion against conservatism added a certain socialism for
his colony of Roycrofters, to whom he
became a sage and an apostle of freedom. The direction in which Fra
Elbertus was to proceed did not become clear until he wrote his editorial
of 1500 words for the Philistine-A
Message to Garcia. Its lesson of unque tioning obedience appealed to executives. Reprints had to be made.
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The New York Central Railroad ordered 100,000 copies, and other business leaders followed suit. By 1913
some 40,000,000 copies had been
given to the world. Though grossly
inaccurate as to facts the homily made
Hubbard famous. He became the
Voice of Big Business, the forerunner
of Bruce Barton, and by his aptness
at pungent expression the grandfather
of millions of inspirational mottoes
for the walls of business offices. In
the course of time he became still
more grossly commercial. His Little
Journeys which had dealt with heroes
of the past now began to canonize
the successful business men of the
present. The change increased his
revenue, if not his ethical and literary
reputation. He went down on the
Lusitania in 1915.

Forum
The Pari-Mutuel Myth
By

HARLAN T ROTI

This argument against the parimutuel system of betting is not based
upon moral considerations, but rather
upon the fact that it is a machine
"for fooling all of the people all of
the time." The author argues that the
pari-mutuel machine not only does
not safeguard the people, but "its remorseless mechanism has only reduced their losses to a mathematical
certainty." Although the article demonstrates that "the laugh i on u ," it
is unfortunately not likely that reason
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will destroy the pari-mutuel system,
but that it will eventually be destroyed
by "the crime and racketeering
which race-track gambling inevitably
breeds." The increase in legal and in
illegal gambling is a bitter fact of
contemporary American life.

Hypocritical Democracy
By

WALTER

A. TARPENNING

It is the purpose of this discussion
to induce self-criticism of our American Democracy. The author has no
difficulty in pointing out obvious inconsistencies in our profession and our
practice of democracy. Aside from a
sad lack of understanding of Christianity and of the Church which the
article reveals, there is much occasion
for thought in the indictments which
the author makes against American
Democracy. It is undoubtedly true
that "democratic ideals need a lot of
exercise, and we can no more be
truly democratic in government and
autocratic or aristocratic in everything
else than we can be truly Christian
on Sunday and, to use Mr. Mencken's
word, 'cannibals' during the rest of
the week."

Henry Ford, Schoolmaster
By CHRISTY BORTH

In addition to the schools which he
operates in Greenfield Village as a
part of the City of Dearborn's public
school system, Henry Ford has schools
in England, Brazil, Georgia, Massachusetts, and in several Michigan vil-

lages. He is schoolmaster to approximately 2000 pupils and more than
6000 have been graduated from his
schools. The education offered in
these schools is described as "part
progressive, part old-fashioned, and
essentially as unconventional as Ford
himself." In Ford's view, "education
is not something to prepare you for
life. It is a continuous part of life.
And, since earning an income is a
part of life, it should be a part of
education. Children should be taught
to do things that are useful and hence
of value. I don't believe in education
merely for earning but in education
that will give significance to what is
earned." It is not surprising that educators are manifesting an interest in
the extensive activities of Henry Ford
as schoolmaster.

Harper's
Japan and China: Second Year
By

NATHANIEL PEFFER

A year ago the author in an article
in Harper's defended the proposition
that Japan could not win the war,
even if victorious on the field of battle. The second year of the war has
interestingly con.fumed his analysis.
Ir is the present predicament of Japan
that she is "unable to win the war
unable to drop it, unable to continue
it without the danger of fatal exhaustion." On the other hand there is the
paradox that the defeat of Japan does
not imply a victory for China. "China
will have frustrated an invader and
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saved itself from becoming a Japanese
colony, but it cannot return to the
status preceding the war. In the first
place, all the physical reconstruction,
the industrialization and modernization of the previous decade, has been
destroyed. This is one of the major
tragedies of the war. Also China is
being laid in ruins." The prospect that
the rest of the world will dictate the
settlement in the event of a stalemate
does not offer much hope under the
conditions now prevailing in international relationships. That every war
in the longer view is a war against
yourself is a truth which Japan is enforcing and the rest of the world apparently very slow in learning.

The Doctors Face Revolt
By AVIS D. CARLSON

This article discusses the efforts
which are being made in various parts
of the country to introduce "socialized
medicine." It places special stress upon the opposition of the American
Medical Association to these endeavors which it regards as dangerous to
the effective service which the profession can now give "to those who can
pay." Whether the fears of the Medical Association are justified or not,
it is certain that the medical profession is being criticized quite generally
and violently. The tendencies toward
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"socialized medicine" are umtmg
from many directions and "something
very like a patients' revolt is in the
making." The author contends that
the problem of the cost of medical
care will be properly solved only if
popular confidence in the medical profession is maintained. "The doctors
know this. Why they court popular
suspicion and antagonism by fighting
experiments in new, non-political
forms of organization is almost beyond comprehension."

How the Scandinavians Do It
By

MARQUIS

W.

CHILD

This is an interesting account of the
governments of Sweden, Norway, and
Denmark, "three countries where labor rules democratically." The
author discusses not only the experiments in economics which these countries are making, but also the men who
are guiding the policies of these governments. The fact that these countries have not been burdened by war
debt is, the author believes, an important reason why "they have been
able to work toward a decent social
order and a larger measure of peace in
the chaos of post-war Europe." The
article also describes the difficulties
which the Scandinavian countries
would face in the event of war on
the European continent.

And what shall we say to the following: the novelist is said to relate a most
touching scene when Joseph promises the
dying steward, Mont-kaw, that he will
remain loyal to Potiphar no matter what
may come. To this the remark: "It is
important to remember this promise when
Potiphar's wife, Mut-em-enet, becomes
aware of the beautiful young Hebrew."
Are we to understand that Mann's imagination takes precedence over the reality
of the Scripture narrative, which emphasizes the derivation of Joseph's strength
in his cry, "How can I do this great
wickedness and sin against God?"
To judge from this review the editors
of THE CRESSET are on a worldly track.
We certainly look for a corrective in the
columns of THE CRESSET to this review
of Mann's novel, one that will leave no
doubt in the minds of any of our young
folks that Thomas Mann can never be a
guide in any respect into any truth to
Christian folk of whatever age or state.
E. ARNoL~ Snz
Tucson, Arizona

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
Mann Again
Sm:
The review of Thomas Mann's Joseph
in Egypt appearing in the July CRESSET
was read with no little astonishment. The
impression gained is that Mann's conception can well be placed alongside the
Scripture account; that Mann puts flesh
on the skeletal found in Genesis. There
is scarcely a whisper of anything but high
praise for Mann's portrayal of life.
But how can the reviewer state, " Despite these and other variances with the
Biblical account, the spirit of the Genesis
account has not been violated," when he
admits that Mann does not accept the
Biblical account at all as true history, stilI
less the central purpose of Genesis: to
trace the history of the Messianic promise
given to Abraham? That is not only violation, sir; that is talcing the heart out of
Genesis, destroying completely its Gospel
content. Your critic doubtless felt this,
for a few lines further on he attempts
what Isaiah foredoomed to failure: his
Thomas Mano having laid himself on a
bed too short to stretch on, the reviewer
comes along with a covering narrower
than that he can wrap around him when
he says, "Let us say that Mann here uses
a novelist's license."

[Quotations from the review: "He
( Mann) is always conscious of the sharp
line of demarcation between fiction and
fact." "In all his novels there is present
an atmosphere of decay and frustration."
In addition, our reviewer devoted a
lengthy paragraph to the variances from
the Biblical account. "Mann here uses a
novelist's license." Joseph in Egypt was
not recommended without reservation. It
was presented for thoughtful consideration. We still hold that our readers are
adult and Christian. They can "prove all
things."-Eo.]

Meaning and Poetry
Sm.:
They tell me I am of an argumentative bent and that ome day, unless I
am very, very careful, this will get me
into trouble. So I try to be very, very
62
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careful and not to speak my mind any
more than absolutely necessary. But really,
this is just too much!
In the July issue of THE CRESSET
Mr. Walter Blumenstein attacked what
he called "silly" poetry. Mr. Blumenstein
took great care to use the correct adjective
to describe his attitude toward this poetry,
even going so far as to consult Mr.
Webster before settling upon "silly" as the
proper word. We thank him. It saved us
the trouble.
But might we inquire, has Mr. Blumenstein ever looked up the meaning of
"poetry"? Poetry, to quote Mr. Webster,
is "the embodiment in appropriate language of beautiful or high thought, imagination, emotion, the language being
rhythmical, usually metrical. . . . "
Beautiful or high thought, imagination
and emotion are all definitely of a spiritual character. (In order not to annoy Mr.
Webster too often, here it is: spiritual"incorporeal, immaterial, of the intellectual and higher endowments of the
mind, of the moral feelings or state of
the soul.")
Now then, an expression of something
spiritual must necessarily be made in
physical, material terms so that people
will be able to understand. Such an expression, therefore, is not to be taken
literally, Mr. Blumenstein. It is to be
figuratively understood.
Have you never had a longing for the
great open spaces, or shall we just plain
call it a longing for a vacation, so great
that it resembled or actually amounted to
physical pain like-shall we say hunger?
"Breathes there a man with soul so
dead!"
LYDIA

GEISE MAN

Oak Park, Illinois

More on Reason
Sm:
The article "Faith and Reason" in the
August issue of THE CRESSET does not
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give us the full status of reason. Those
"well meaning writers" who declare "that
Christianity is more reasonable than unbelief and that it is more logical to suppose that species were created than that
they were evolved" should not be indicted too severely.
After all, God gave us our reason, as
we confess in the First Article. When
God created it, it was "good" like everything else that He had made. There was
then a perfect agreement between reason
and the divine Word as well as the physical universe.
At the fall of man, of course, human
reason lost its concreated perfection entirely so that now "The natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of
God." So it is true that human reason
cannot lead us to a belief in God's Word.
However, when a person is brought to
faith by the Holy Spirit-when he becomes a new creature--then also his reason
begins to clear up. He suddenly realizes
to his joyful surprise that it is truly
more reasonable to believe than not to
believe, and that it is more logical that
God should have created the world than
that it should have been evolved from
nothing by itself. Though reason was not
necessary to support his faith, there is
now a beautiful harmony between the two.
In our present sinful state, of course, this
harmony is not yet quite perfect, because
our reason is not entirely free from the
pollution of sin.
This is the only possible status of human reason that I can accept. I cannot
agree with those philosophers ho reason
the validity of human reason out of existence. If reason is entirely unacceptable,
then also their reasoning must be void,
and so the validity of reason itself has not
been successfully negated. It thus becomes
impo sible for philosophy to determine
the true status of reason. That mu t be left
to cripture.
THEO. L. HA DRICH
Ho ard Lake, !innesota
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Bolero-Finis
SIR:
After having read the first few issues
of THE CRESSET I received the impression
that the editor of "Music and Music Makers" was making insidious attacks upon all
"less informed." Now, to my extreme distaste, I find that I have been guilty of the
same ( excluding "less informed") fault.
The editor of "Music and Music Makers"
has found me guilty of having made an
attack upon himself.
To this writer Ravel's Bolero is just
such obviously and intrinsically impure
composition. His very .first hearing of it
offended him to the bone, and his witnessing since of two reckless and wildly
sensual terpsichorean interpretations of it
have not decreased his distaste for it. Mr.
Hansen may admire wholeheartedly "the
uncanny skill with which it is scored" and
be thrilled by it, but as for this writer,
the message of the music nullifies any
thrill that could be evoked by its mere
mechanical get-up.
However, this writer realizes that he
cannot make his own judgment of something as ephemeral as musical compositions a standard for others-as he perhaps
unwittingly did in his attack upon "Music
and Music Makers."
This writer enjoys reading "Music and
Music Makers" and is an admirer of Mr.
Hansen's musical knowledge and skill.
But he let himself be heard because,
among other things, it seemed to him at
times that Mr. Hansen was making an
error common to artists of all ages, viz.,
of ignoring the ethical and spiritual in
their art and judging it on the basis of
purely arbitrary and spurious standards.
"Art does not exist in a vacuum."
If Mr. Hansen feels that he is not
making this error, the writer is satisfied.
However, nothing would be more welcome
to him at this time than an essay on
"Morality in Music" f10m Mr. Hansen's
pen.

And more power to "whatsoever things
are true, whatsoever things are honest,
whatsoever things are just, whatsoever
things are pure, whatsoever things are
lovely, whatsoever things are of good
report."
FRANK MACHINA

Steubenville, Ohio

Logic and Light
SIR:

I read both your editorial on the C.1.0.
and the letter from the "Prowler." Your
editorial was fair and obviously the result of study. The letter of the "Prowler"
was the antithesis of the editorial. That
letter was obviously the result of "prowling" with closed eyes and ears and an
even more tightly closed mind.
Please do not let such pitiful naivete
and childishness force you to change your
policy. Please continue in your present
spirit of fairness; continue to publish articles like those of J. Frederic Wenchel.
For the express benefit of the "Prowler," I would like to refer to Greenberg's
The Betrayal of Intelligence. The author
says, "Create a belief in the theory and
the facts will create themselves." The
"Prowler" has fallen victim to just this
evil. He is convinced that the C.I.0. is
evil, and he has found numerous petty
incidents, probably wholly un-representative of the organization, to substantiate
his theory. Although his statistics may
be correct, the "Prowler's" logic is very
poor. He states with little or no evidence that threats of reprisal keep most
members in the union. Then he goes on
to say that the small membership in
unions is evidence that the union can
show no results. Has he ever stopped to
think that less than one half of the
population of the United tates ( a " Christian" country) professes membership
in any church at all? Has he ever considered that an overwhelmingly large
majority of Americans use other mean
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than medical science to cope with physical
ailments ? Yet even his logic could not
show that Christianity and medicine produce no results.
It is such logic that makes us such an
easy prey to reaction. May THE CRESSET
continue to write fairly and dispel "prowling logic" with "thinking logic."
LYLE F. YERGES
Madison, Wisconsin

Much Obliged
Sm:
Withheld comment on CRESSET, anticipating a decline in standard set-time
to speak-wonderful-wait-one flaw"Alembic' s" ignorance of true chiropractic. CRESSET read from cover to coverevery issue.
KARL KRUDOP

Decatur, Indiana

Correction
Sm:
Permit me a remark to CRESSBT, Vol. I,
No. 11, page 28, left column, section 3:
Not Nero said: "non olet'' j it was emperor Vespasian, speaking to his son
Titus.
At least that's what Sueton tells in his
life of Vespasian. Dio Cassius mentions
the same incident.
F. BRAUN
New Hampton, Iowa.

Bach: A Rebuttal
Sm:
In reply to Prof. Buszin's letter in the
July issue of THE CRESSET let me submit
the following points:
1. The only implication intended with
the quotations given in the first paragraph
of my letter (June CRESSET) was that the
dramatic element, so exceptionally striking
in Bach's religious music as to invite com-
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ment repeatedly to this day, borders on
the konzertmaessig and the theatrical. This
contention is supported by Dr. Friedrich
Blume in Die Evangelische Kirchenmusik
{Potsdam, Athenaion), when he writes
about Bach on page 149, "His style (in
the Passions) readily admits of the elements of the opera, just as do his cantatas." For that reason, the Passions Bach
wrote for special Good Friday services,
the many cantatas he composed for Sunday
morning services, and the B Minor Mass
can hardly be called ideal worship music,
though these musical masterpieces are most
suitable for sacred concerts either within
or without the church. On the whole,
little fault can be found with church
music that has its dramatic moments, provided the composer objectively sets forth
in a pure, restrained manner the drama
underlying a given Scripture text, a model
hymn, or a part of the liturgy, as the
"Credo." Bach, however, besides dramatizing portions of Scripture in a very pictorial, programmatic fashion, bases much
of his religious music on 18th century
poetry of a very subjective nature. The
result is a musical subjectivism that fails to
meet the general religious needs of an
average worshipping congregation.
2. Bach not only lived in the days of
Pietism; he showed an active interest in
the new movement by reading to pieces
several books on the subject. Spemann in
Harmonien und Dissonanzen (Furche,
Berlin. 1928) on page 28 asserts, "Bach
gehoert, kirchengeschichtlich betrachtet,
zur Orthodoxie. Aber in seiner kleinen
Buechersammlung haben sich einige sehr
zerlesene pietistiscbe Buecher gefuoden."
Moreover, he was at his best when he composed in the spirit of Spener, the founder
of Pietism, in the opinion of Reiman. " o
inbruenstig wie die Pietisten versenkte
auch er sicb in die Bibelworte, und 6eine
Kunst entfaltete sich nie edler, freier und
schoener, a1s wenn sie im inne peners
von der Freudigkeit des terben , von der
onne der Seele und ilirer Vereinigung
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mit Christus durch den Tod des Leibes
singen und jubilieren konnte." (Bach. Reiman und Schrader, Schottlaender. Berlin.
1921. p. 16.) Terry, on page 82 of his
Bach biography ( Oxford University Press,
London. 1928) puts it this way, "Yet
Bach's genius, as his music reveals it, was
closer to Frohne, his own pastor, etc. ( than
to Eilmar)." Now, Frohne was a follower
of Spener, the supreme Pietist, while Eilmar was a bitter opponent of Pietism. Do
these quotations stamp Bach 100 per cent
as Lutheranism's greatest musical genius?
3. Although Bach is very lyrical at
times, Hamilton's estimate of the musical
idiom employed in the vocal works of
J.S.B. (June CRESSET, p. 69) is essentially correct, I think. In regard to Dr.
Middelschulte I always felt that he and
the other students of Bach I quoted discussed the merits of Bach in an academic,
dispassionate way. ( Of Haendel and
Bach, Dr. M. says in his Diapason article,
in part: "The difference between them lies
in their fundamental conception of tone:
Haendel's vocal, Bach's instrumental.
Haendel with his vocal wo.rks had the
contact with the world; Bach, instrumental,
was of the inward, solitary type, like
Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms. The musicians of today-nearly all of them-have
the instrumental conception of tone. The
highest in music is expressed by combination of vocal and instrumental, as,
Beethoven in his Ninth Symphony, Wagner in his music dramas.") It is true, Dr.
M. refers to only one religious work of a
great composer influenced by Bach (The
Requiem by Brahms). Also, he did not
single out Bach's religious music for exclusive comment; neither did he exempt
it. Rather, he shows by specific examples
that certain aspects of Bach's harmonic
art, as found in both the sacred and the
secular works of the great Cantor, are
evident in the secular works of Beethoven,
Schumann, Wagner, Chopin, Liszt, etc.
If, accordingly, Dr. Wismar argues modern and therefore secular tendencies in

Bach ( Bach is modern, and so this discussion is timely), he is also in sympathy
with Prof. Hansen, who wrote in the
April CRESSET on page 31, "The arias
for contralto, Grief and Pain and Have
Mercy on Me, foreshadow the finest
achievements of the romantic composers,
and, to some extent, adumbrate the great
Richard Wagner." Thus, Prof. Hansen and likewise Alfred Einstein, who
speaks of Bach's intensity of feeling in
terms of "searching vision" and "imagination," and thereby the editors of THE
CRESSET, who published these items approvingly, in a measure unwittingly uphold the keen analysis of Bach by Parry,
as quoted in the last part of my letter.
4. Prof. Buszin, whose opinions about
sacred music I value highly, as I do his
friendship, feels THE CRESSET is not the
proper place for this discussion. Perhaps
he is right. Yet, isn't THE CRESSET read
not only by your average, intelligent musiclover but as well by the professional musician and the specialist in church-music? If
it was proper in one issue of THE CRESSET
(April, 1938) to extol Bach {1685-1750)
generally in a well-written feature article,
to apostrophize him sweepingly as "the
greatest musician of the Church Militant," and to explain his power in the
glowing tribute of Einstein (p. 71), it
would seem equally proper to present
views less general and more specinc to
complete the picture of so important a
contemporary figure in music as J. S.
Bach, incidentally one of my favorite composers.
5. For the puzzled reader who may
wonder what the earmarks of true churchmusic are, I append a definition by Dr.
Ludwig Schoeberlein, in a translation
made by Paul Bretscher, Ph.D., at my request. Here it is: "The church bas her own
peculiar style of hymn-tune (Lieder as
well as of song ( Gesang) . Even thou b
she knows the contrasts of holy sorrow
and joy, yes, of joy hich rises to bi h
exultation, still she keeps these contrasts
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within chaste limits, and over and above
all yet so vivid and profound sensations of
penitence and praise there dwells the
blessed calm of divine peace. Also the
harmonies are free from sentimentalism
and exciting transitions. They move along
with a clear and pure and calm and majestic rhythm, and thus transport the hearers from the realm of subjective and
worldly sensations into that which is
sacred. The classical period of this ecclesiastical type of tune or song is that which
extends from the 16th into the middle of
the 17th century. It was in this period
that faith, a devout communal interest,
and strict artistic form joined hands and
permeated one another. Church tunes
( Kirchengesaenge) ought preferably be
chosen, therefore, from this period.
Though possibly the style of that age be
somewhat foreign to our musical feeling
and consciousness, it should be remembered that this situation is not different
from that which obtains with respect to
the church-hymns of that period, which
also, more so than modern hymns, satisfy the true spiritual needs of the congregation." (Translated from the original
German quoted in Lochner's D er Hauptgottesdienst, pp. 36 and 37. See also T he
Lutheran School Jo urnal, D ecember, 1937.
Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis.
Price, 20¢ postpaid. )
HERBERT

D.

B RUENING

Chicago
July 12, 1938

Bach: The End
Sm:
I finished reading Mr. Brueoing's
thought-provoking rebuttal to my letter
concerning the ecclesiastical character of
Bach's music two or three days ago . fy
fust impulse was not to reply, since I am
in the throes of strenuous summer-school
work and also because 1 am 150 miles distant from my per onal library. However,
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having been urged to do so by others interested in this vital matter, 1 shall attempt
to write a reply which, I hope, will set
forth my position more clearly.
That elements are present in the
cantatas and passions of Bach which are
dramatic and "theatrical" no one can
truthfully deny. I, too, would hesitate to
use quite a few of Bach's compositions in
a church service. However, let us not forget that Bach had in mind chiefly one
thing when he wrote his cantatas, passions and motettes: he wanted to put
his text across and impress on his hearers
its many lessons and implications. The
majority of these texts are passages from
the Holy Scriptures ( e.g. gospels of the
day) and our own Lutheran Chorales.
Symbolism, striking chord-progressions, and
at times crashing climaxes were employed
to put across the meaning of the text. We
readily admit that Monteverdi, a great
operatic composer who lived about a hundred years before Bach, set the example
with this type of textual in terpretation
and was foll owed not only by Bach, but
also by Michael Praetorius, H einrich
Schuetz, and a host of other notable
Lu theran composers. The dramatic force
which Bach applied at times was an element not used in the days of H assler,
Vulpius, Eccard, and others, it is true, but
the Church had grown tired of the old
type of music and needed a more vigorous type to rouse its members and stir
its people. I do not have Bach's own
words at hand, but I do know that he
spoke of this tiredness in a letter which
he addressed to his consistory in Leipzig,
pointing out to them that be had to
employ an idiom more modern than the
idiom of the XVI and early XVII centuries when writing his compositions. In
Bach's day not only pernicious pietism, but
also much dead orthodo:icy was rampant i n
Germany. This dead orthodo:icy was rampant in Germany to an e en greater extent
in the days when the .fine Lutheran motettes
hich fr. Bruening prefers were written.
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Bach felt that a different type of music was
needed for his day, and so he wrote the
type of music which we have from his
pen. Permit me also to quote C. Sanford
Terry: "The elaborate compositions Bach
wrote were only in Leipzig's very recent
experience. Until 1721 the setting used
was contemporary with Luther! Leipzig
heard the first "musicirt Passion" ( a composition which, like Bach's, employed the
resources of the new style) only two years
before Bach came to St. Thomas's. His
St. John Passion, performed in 1723, was
but the second of its kind performed at
Leipzig, where conservative feeling was
scandalized by the trespass of opera upon
a domain so sacred. Assuredly Bach did
not merit this resentment; it is his distinction to have rescued the passion from
the trappings of the theatre, and to have
placed it, in its noblest form, at the service
of religion." (From Bach to Stravinsky,
Ewen, pbl. by W. W. Norton, 1933, p.
53) Waldo Pratt says concerning Bach's
Passions, "He (Bach) approached the matter from the liturgical or devotional side,
rather than the purely dramatic, but he
was also ready to employ intensely dramatic methods at certain points." (History
of Music, pbl. by G. S. Schirmer, 1927,
p. 260 )-Church music should ordinarily
be sung with restraint, but there are times
when even a crashing climax is perfectly
in place.
I realize that Winterfeld and Schoeberlein, whose great works I am proud to
possess, were not very enthusiastic about
Bach as a church composer. However, I
have also noticed that many more modern
musicologists of note in Germany particularly are not as strongly critical as
were Winterfeld and Schoeberlein, whose
writings are now almost one hundred years
old. I refer to such men as Blume, von
der Heydt, Moser, Stahl, Kretzschmar,
Schering, Wustmann, and others. The
music of Bach is too much of a living
thing to be cast out of the church as
though it were a suspicious looking char-

acter. In his "Encyklopadie der ev.
Kirchenmusik" Kiimmerle goes so far as
to say that Winterfeld was prejudiced
against the music of Bach because he had
been too strongly influenced by the music
of the Roman Catholic Church. Cf. his
article on "Kirchenkantate."
Concerning piestistic tendencies in
Bach I again admit that they are present
at times, but I believe it is not fair to
say that they constantly or even very frequently stare one in the face. That Bach
found himself in an awkward position in
Miihlhausen is generally known; that he
left Miihlhausen because of pietism is
likewise known. He was interested neither
in pietism nor in dead orthodoxy. Let us
not forget the following facts: the pietists
were violently opposed to the very type of
music Bach wrote and cast it out of their
churches; it was largely through the influence of the pietists that the music of
Bach was buried and partly destroyed immediately after Bach's death; not one of
the men who prepared cantata texts for
Bach was a pietist (Neumeister, Franck,
Rambach, Henrici) ; Bach never made use
of the Freylinghausen H ymnal, the most
famous of all pietistic hymnals, though
this hymnal was very popular in Germany
in his day; finally, Arnold Schering, an
outstanding musicologist of Germany,
claims in the Bachjahrbuch of 1924 that
Bach's interest in and use of the Schemelli
Gesangbuch has been exaggerated by most
historians. Those who have read anything
Schering has written know that he is not
in the habit of "grabbing things out of
the air." Bach's being asked to harmonize
some of the hymns of the Schemelli
Gesangbuch did not make him any more of
a pietist than the writer's being asked
to harmonize about thirty hymns for a
Reformed Psalter makes him Reformed.
I still believe that Mr. Bruening published his opinion prematurely.
e mu t
first develop a taste for good music io
general before we can consider special problems. The percentage of people interested
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in better church music is growing very
fast, but we still have a long way to go
before we can be very proud of our
standards. If we once interest our people
in the music of Bach it will be much
easier to interest them also in the splendid
Lutheran music of the XVI and XVII
centuries. If we look upon his music with
disdain the task of improving our standards will be almost hopeless. People can
learn to love the music of Bach much
more quickly than the music of the XVI
and XVII centuries because Bach speaks
our language more so than do the earlier
composers; his music is not only modern,
it belongs to all ages as do the masterpieces of Michelangelo, Shakespeare and
Goethe. I do not object to hearing him
called "the greatest musician of the Church
militant." I agree with Edward Dickinson
when he makes the following remarks in
his famous Music in the History of the
w-estern Church: "The name of Bach is
the greatest in Protestant church music,
-there are many who do not hesitate to
say it is the greatest in all the history of
music, religious and secular." (p . 283 ) "Johann Sebastian Bach is one of the
monumental .figures in the religious history
of Germany, undoubtedly the most considerable in the two centuries following
the death of Luther." (p. 284)-"Bach's
devotion to the Lutheran Church was almost as absorbed as Palestrina's to the
Catholic. His was a sort of cloistered
seclusion. Like everyone who has made his
mark upon church music he reverenced
the Church as an historic institution. Her
go ernment, ceremonial, and traditions impressed his imagination, and kindled a
blind, instinctive loyalty. He felt that he
attained to his true self only under her
admonitions. Her service was to him perfect freedom. His opportunity to contribute to the glory of the Church was one
that dwarfed every other privilege, and
his highest ambition ran like a single
current, fed by many streams, in one and
the same channel. To measure the full
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strength of the mighty tide of feeling
which runs through Bach's church music
we must recognize this element of conviction, of moral necessity. Given Bach's
inherited character, his education and his
environment, add the personal factorimagination and reverence-and you have
Bach's music, spontaneous yet inevitable,
like a product of nature. Only out of such
single-minded devotion to the interests of
the Church, both as a spiritual nursery and
as a venerated institution, has great church
art ever sprung or can it spring." ( p. 289)
WALTER E. BuszIN

The Last Word
Sm:
Upon returning from a European tour
of Bach-playing I had the pleasure to
peruse my back copies of THE CRESSET.
I dared not trust my bifocal eyesight!
THE CRESSET indulges in a "discussion" of the Works of J. S. Bach!
Promptly did I succumb to a spell of
alternate weeping and hysterical laughter!
Surely THE CRESSET has caught up
with what is realized by all humble Bach
students: "That J. S. Bach is a phenomenon in the course of Art which defies any
attempt to analyze him or his art!"
As with a giant mountain-range, we
do not approach him in his attitude, but
permit his translation of Holy Writ into
the language of music to grip us and
sublimate our Ii es.
As true religion must be "Jived" and
not merely "argued," so must we daily
associate with Bach, and permit hi divine
utterances to teach us.
aturally, and
naively, he i both "instrumental" and
"vocal" in his method. In addition be i
many other thing .
In 1928, aboard the old liner finnetonka the writer enjoyed the companionship of the late Dean Pine of Princeton
niversity. It developed that he enjoyed
a tremendou acquaintance itb Bach. I
hall ne er forget his word : "Bach is the
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most extraordinary phenomenon in all
Art. He is an Old Testamental Prophet,
a New Testamental Apostle-he is
Michelangelo, Leonardo, Luther, Shakespeare, etc., etc., all in one, and cannot be
dissected."
I shall also never cease to be impressed by the attitude of my old master
in Paris, Ch. M. Widor. His approach
toward Bach was ever one of reverential
awe, never posing as an expert.
All who have devoted their life to his

art must confess that they have but
glimpsed the mighty world of his musical
speech.
Let therefore Mr. Hansen, with his
able pen teach us all to meet Bach as
little children, to "live" with him, not
"discuss" him technically. Let us therefore
avoid being influenced by his biographers
and those who would attempt to pull him
down to the niveau of analysis.
EDWARD RECHLIN

New York City

On the Use of rrMr." and rrMrs."
In The William Feather Magazine, Henry L. Mencken declares that only an American would think of referring to his
wife as Mrs. So-and-so, when speaking to an equal. In England she would be my wife, and to a friend, she would be
Gertrude, even though a duchess. Mrs. is reserved for social
inferiors. Mencken's chief concern, however, is our excessive
mistering among men. Over here we usually make a direct leap
from Mr. to Charlie.
"Both, under ordinary circ~stances, are silly," says Mencken. "Mr. belongs rightly to strangers and superiors, and by a
chilly extension, to certain inferiors; and Charlie belongs to
intimates. Correct address for equals is the simple surname.
Go to dinner in an Englishman's house ( or in his dub, for that
matter) and you are Snodgrass to him thereafter, and he is
Smithers to you. The moment he restores you to M istership
it is a delicate sign that you have offended. There are exceptions in the cases of men of great age or great distinction, but
they are not many. We use as many Misters in a week as the
English use in a year."

Contriliutors=Problems=Final Notes

p OR the first time in the history of

No matter what may happen in the
Western World, it appears that poetry
is not yet dead. That is a good
sign. Contributed verse will appear
in future issues.

THE CRESSET our two lead articles
are concerned with the same subject.
Since the subject is a human being,
they ought to be intrinsically interesting.
Since the subject also
happens to be the
most famous personage in America today, the articles
ought to be doubly
interesting. To an
observer of the contemporary scene
nothing is more puzzling than the fanatical devotion and
vicious hatred that
play about the head
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Few
men in the history of humanity have
been able to arouse such passions as
the current occupant of the White
House. Right or wrong, he is an important figure. We are therefore particularly happy to present the careful
opinion of two churchmen concerning
this stormy petrel of modern history.
In order to eliminate all personalities,
we have asked our writers to remain
anonymous. Our readers are invited
to comment on the views presented in
the articles.

Glancing over the
first proofs of our
"Literary Scene" this
month, we note that
it is unusually heavy
with a number of
books on theology
and philosophy. To
present an accurate
cross-section of modern thought this becomes necessary at
times. W e should
like to call the attention of our lay readers to the review
of Reconciliation and Justification by
Theodore Dierks. It will not become
a best-seller, but we consider it one of
the most important volumes publi hed
in recent years. It presents the very
foundations of Christianity. Our guest
reviewers this month are Walter E.
Kraemer (The Best Short Stories ) ,
pastor of Immanuel Church, Tracy,
California, and E. G. Schwiebert
( Ulrich Von Hutten and the German
Reformation ) , professor of History
at Valparaiso Uni ersity.

The

Editor~s

Lamp

Se eral readers ha e written us that
they are very much interested in the
storms raging in our "Letter Column."

We are especially grateful these
quiet autumn days for the steady flow
of good verse into the editorial office.
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The CRESSET

Personally we believe that the comments from readers are one of the
most interesting sections of THE CRESSET. We certainly hope that our readers will continue to write as well and
as often as they have during the past
six months.

the most ominous signs on the horizon of our contemporary world. As a
consequence we are especially happy
to commend the "Alembic" to our
readers this month. Our Associate
Editor presents a calm and objective
view of the entire situation.

During the spring and summer of
1938 we have been amazed and bewildered at the rising tide of AntiSemitism in the United States. In
fact, several persons have lately sent
us excerpts from the long discredited
and hopelessly silly "Protocols of
Zion." We consider all this one of

Our major articles for November
look unusually interesting. One of
our associates examines the changing
morality of our day on the basis of
Emile Zola's notorious novel Nana. In
addition, we shall present some fascinating pages from the diary of a
preacher in the great Northwest.

A Cappel/a
And now the music of the choir
Transports my thoughts above all earthly things
Into a land where spirits robed in white
Around a Great White Throne expectant wait.
And when all have assembled, great and small,
From out the far-flung frontiers of the earth,
To change their mortal for the heavenly song
Of praise unending to the Lamb of God:
They stand before His all-encircling gaze.
And, satisfied that each is in his place,
With heavenly radiance beaming on them all,
The Master waits-majestic and sereneFor one brief moment, hushed, inanimate,
Then lifts His hand for that first burst of song!
IDA M. E. CAMPE

FORTHCOMING ISSUES

I. In "Notes and Comment" the editors will continue their
brief comments on the world of public affairs and modern
thought.

II.

Major articles during the coming months will include:
NANA AND HER RIVALS OF

THE JAPANESE NETSUKES

1938

A LOOK AT MODERN RELIGION

DIARY OF A PREACHER

III. In future issues the editors will review, among many
others, the following books:
THE LIFE OF ANDREW JACKSON ••••••••...•.• Marquis

0. 0.

McINTYRE •.••.•......••........... . Chas.

James

B. Driscoll

MY SON, MY SoN ••••..•.•••.•.•••••.•...• . Howard

Spring

WITH MALICE TowARD SOME ....••.•••••. • Margaret

Halsey

THIS Is DEMOCRACY •••••.••.•••.•.•..• • Marquis

W. Childs

THE HORSE AND BUGGY DOCTOR . . . . . . . . . . . Arthur

E. Hertzler

THE COMING STRUGGLE FOR LATIN AMERICA .... Carleton

Beals

TIDES OF MONT ST. MICHEL .•.••...•.....••• • Roger

Vercel

THE COMI G VICTORY OF DEMOCRACY .•..•... Thomas

Mann

INSANITY

F.Am .•••••••.•......•..........•. . Douglas Reed

CRIPPLED SPLENDOUR .... ...•.• . •••·•··· ....•• •• Evan
FIVE OTIES .•••••••••..•...••.•.•.. .. •... . George

THE Pouncos •••••.••......•.••.•••...

fot1hew ]ouphson

YOUTH TELL THEm STORY ..••••....•••.•• • Howard
How FARE .AMERICAN YOUTH .••........•. • Homer
EMOTIO

John

Leighton

AND THE EDUCATI E PROCESS •.... • Daniel

M. Bell

P. Rainey
. Presco/1

